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Preface to ”Alternative Energy Systems in Buildings”

Energy conservation through energy efficiency in buildings has acquired prime importance

all over the world. The four main aspects of energy efficiency in a building include, first and

foremost, the nearly zero energy passive building design before actual construction; secondly,

the usage of low energy building materials during its construction; thirdly, the use of energy

efficient equipments for low operational energy requirement; and lastly, the integration of renewable

energy technologies for various applications. This Special Issue, published in the Energies journal,

includes five contributions from across the world, including a wide range of applications, such as

desiccant-assisted air conditioning systems, novel prototype design for building-integrated wind

turbines, photovoltaic–wind hybrid plants integrated into an urban environment, and solar energy

harvesting technologies for building integration and distributed energy generation. Finally, we wish

to express our deep gratitude to all the authors and reviewers who have significantly contributed to

this Special Issue. Our sincere thanks also go to the editorial team of MDPI and Energies for giving

us the opportunity to publish this book, and for helping in all possible ways, especially Ms Wu, for

her precious support and availability.

Enrique Rosales Asensio, Antonio Colmenar Santos, David Borge Diez

Special Issue Editors
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Abstract: We present a review of the current state of the field for a rapidly evolving group of
technologies related to solar energy harvesting in built environments. In particular, we focus
on recent achievements in enabling the widespread distributed generation of electric energy
assisted by energy capture in semi-transparent or even optically clear glazing systems and building
wall areas. Whilst concentrating on recent cutting-edge results achieved in the integration of
traditional photovoltaic device types into novel concentrator-type windows and glazings, we compare
the main performance characteristics reported with these using more conventional (opaque or
semi-transparent) solar cell technologies. A critical overview of the current status and future
application potential of multiple existing and emergent energy harvesting technologies for building
integration is provided.

Keywords: renewables; energy saving and generation; built environments; transparent concentrators;
luminescent concentrators; solar windows; advanced glazings; photovoltaics

1. Introduction

Worldwide annual energy consumption is projected to exceed 700 quadrillion British thermal
units (Btu), or 0.74 billion TJ by 2040, with the energy generation contributions from fuels other than
coal (mainly renewables) being on the increase currently [1]. Around 22.7 billion tons of anthracite
coal fuel is needed to release the thermal energy equivalent of to this annual energy consumption
figure. At the same time, the combustion of fossil fuels remains among the main concerns identified in
relation to the past and current global warming and environmental pollution trends [2–4]. Considering
this, the development of various types of energy-saving approaches and novel energy generation
technologies is of increasing importance today, especially in the building and construction sectors
where a substantial fraction of the total energy generated worldwide is being used. In the US and
the EU, buildings now account for over 40% of the total energy consumption [5]. At present, the
technologies for on-site distributed renewable energy generation in built environments are experiencing
rapid advances, yet their widespread utilization is still some years away from being commonplace with
one exception, the ubiquitous deployment of conventional photovoltaics (PV) on residential building
roofs. Building-integrated PV (BIPV) technologies, in a variety of possible implementations, are widely
expected to play a large (and growing) role in near-future construction practices, complementing the
now-mature energy-saving construction technologies. A recent report by the European Commission [6]
specifies a new societal mission that could be called “creating the Internet of Electricity.” This new
term means achieving the fundamental transformation of the power system based on widespread and
distributed use of renewables, integrating energy storage, transmission, dispatchment through the

Energies 2019, 12, 1080; doi:10.3390/en12061080 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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smart use of energy consumption. This “Internet of Electricity” is now seen as a fundamental step
towards the full integration and decarbonisation of the entire energy system.

Energy-efficient buildings, construction materials, windows, and vehicles are gaining significant
attention and increasing importance today [7–13]. The on-site generation of renewable energy
coupled with using energy-efficient construction materials and energy-saving appliances forms a
viable, future-proof approach to building the infrastructure and vehicles of tomorrow, in practically all
geographic regions. The concept of a zero-energy building (ZEB) was first mentioned in 2000 and became
a mainstream idea by 2006 [14]. Technologies for enabling widespread heating and also cooling-related
energy savings in buildings through reducing the thermal emittance of glass surfaces have a much
longer history, dating back to at least the early 1970′s [15,16]. Since then, a large number of research
works have been dedicated to achieving continually improved control over the various performance
aspects of modern energy-efficient coatings and window glazings, such as their visible-range light
transmission (VLT), solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), thermal insulation performance (U-value),
and the ability to control window tint actively or passively. Excellent reviews of key developments
in these areas are now available [17,18]. Among the more novel, recently-developed approaches to
preventing the overheating of building surfaces are the use of coatings for “passive radiative cooling,”
which force the re-emission of the absorbed thermal energy within the atmospheric infrared transparency
window between 8 and 13 μm, thus, utilizing the vacuum of space as a heat sink [10,11]. In recent
years, the now-traditional spectrally-selective metal-dielectric low-emissivity coatings have found an
additional niche application area, serving as components of novel energy-harvesting photovoltaic solar
windows [19–21], whilst maintaining their energy-saving functionality at the same time. Multiple
BIPV-based solar and solar-thermal energy harvesting approaches now form the foundations for a
diverse group of mature, industry-ready technologies, with their application areas and markets growing
rapidly [22–25]. At the same time, most semi-transparent, and especially highly-transparent BIPV
product types, are only beginning to fill their potentially widespread, yet still, niche-type, application
areas, and are at present widely considered as “disruptive technologies”, due to their relatively short
history of development and commercialisation [26].

Comprehensive reports and reviews on the types of modern BIPV installations, their economics,
performance, and current industry trends are available from [27–30]. Large-scale installations of
semi-transparent BIPV module types in building facades still remain much rarer than conventional
BIPV roofs, canopies, façades, and wall coverages, whether colour-adjusted or conventional. Figure 1
provides a graphical summary of the broad range of the building-applied PV (BAPV) and also BIPV
technologies, materials, modules, and application types, which are either in common use at present,
or beginning to appear on the market.

Energy generation (or energy harvesting) has not traditionally been associated with building
walls, windows, or any glazing products, until (perhaps) the current decade. Various approaches
to the incorporation of photovoltaic (PV) systems into building envelopes began being actively
explored in the last several years, leading to significant growth in this new field of building-integrated
photovoltaics. Historically, the building-integrated solar energy harvesting installations started
as façade- and wall-integrated conventional (Si, CdTe, or CuIn(Ga)Se2) PV modules occupying
the building envelope areas other than roof surfaces, and continued towards the development of
semi-transparent, glass-integrated PV window systems using patterned amorphous-silicon modules,
perovskite-based, or dye-sensitised solar cells, e.g., [26,30–35].

More recently, the field of luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs, [36–38]) has begun showing
clear signs of a “renaissance” [39–42]. There has also been significant progress demonstrated in
the development of semi-transparent organic, polymer-type, and also perovskite-based solar cells,
and organic materials-based transparent LSC [43–46], driven by the opportunities to capture the
growing markets in both distributed electricity generation and advanced construction [6,19,20,31].
Up to date, practically no installation-ready solar windows using transparent organic solar cells or
LSC have been marketed as industry standards-compliant building material products.
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Figure 1. Building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) modules, technologies, applications, and materials—
conventional and emergent.

Windows and glazing systems, despite being a practically ancient technology at its core, are now
starting to be viewed and recognised as being the renewable energy platform and resource of the
near future [26,47]. This potential for enabling extremely widespread energy harvesting at the point
of use is practically unparalleled, considering the entire history of industrial energy generation,
and is expected to develop hand-in-hand with the growing use of transparent heat-regulating (THR)
coatings for energy-saving applications. Expanding the worldwide energy generation facilities into
the almost-uncharted, yet vast territory of glass and windows will require significant time, research
efforts, broad-based investments, and long-term strategic thinking on behalf of governments and
private companies. This is due to the fundamental and crucial ways in which the energy industry
differs from all other industries, which has been underscored in a recent publication [48] by the
Breakthrough Energy Coalition, authored by B. Gates. The field of distributed, building-based energy
generation and the era of the Internet of Electricity are both in their infancy today, with major new
developments and discoveries still waiting to happen. Despite the intrinsic challenge of generating
appreciable amounts of electric energy from sunlight using energy-capturing components which
themselves require substantially visible transparency, significant progress has been demonstrated in
BIPV technologies in recent years. The main aim of this present work is to highlight the important
recent developments in the approaches, materials, structures, and systems dedicated to making widely
distributed renewable energy generation in built environments a reality. The next sections of this article
are structured to first describe (within Section 2) a wide range of technologies available currently for
enabling solar energy capture from building surfaces, and their main metrics parameters; other sections
are dedicated to describing the principal development milestones relevant to next-generation BIPV
achieved recently in both research labs and in industry. Development progress over the last decade
in two different classes of BIPV systems—the semitransparent non-concentrating solar modules,
and in semitransparent solar concentrators—is reviewed, clearly separating the results achieved
in research samples from product-level datasets. Main concentrator-type solar window metrics
parameters and the physical effects limiting the achievable performance characteristics are described in
Section 3.2, together with materials-related considerations. A discussion of how the system limitations
are being addressed by different research groups is also provided. Section 3.3 provides a description
of sample applications of transparent solar windows, showcasing an immediate application area of
the harvested energy at the point of generation—inside the window structure itself where active
control over transparency is possible. Other application areas are also mentioned, together with
a brief discussion of significant recent achievements in semitransparent organics-based solar cell
materials. This review focuses mainly on the developments in three principal technology categories
(regular BIPV, non-concentrating semi-transparent BIPV, and LSC-type devices), illustrating the recent
history and evolution of unconventional photovoltaics, developing towards systems with increasing
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power conversion efficiency simultaneously with improving control over the system appearance,
architectural deployment suitability, product lifetime, and application readiness.

2. Main Technologies for Integrating Energy Harvesting Surfaces into Buildings

Expansion of the potential deployment areas for the traditional (non-transparent) PV modules
started with the use of building façade and wall surfaces. This was likely due to both the ready
availability of these additional energy-harvesting areas, and also because of the relative scarcity of
the optimally-tilted roof-based PV placement options, especially in multi-storey urban environments.
Additional efforts aimed at further expanding the surface areas suitable for “solarisation” included
the placement of PV modules in somewhat unexpected locations, e.g., under road pavements [49].
Even though both the horizontal and the vertical module orientations are not optimally tilted with
respect to the incoming sunlight, vast potential deployment areas become available using these
approaches. The placement geometry of these non-conventional energy harvesting surfaces can be
customised in a site-specific manner to maximise the energy production efficiency in most locations,
by accounting for local environment-specific variables, such as the prevailing sun azimuth direction
during the summer months and external shading conditions. Considering the sun altitude angle
corresponding to the standardised peak irradiation conditions (AM1.5G spectral distribution at
1000 W/m2), both the horizontal and the sun-facing vertical PV surfaces intercept about 700 W of the
total (direct-beam and diffused) solar irradiation flux per 1 m2 of active area at peak weather conditions.
The azimuth-optimised vertical placement of PV surfaces can be more suitable for maximizing the
yearly energy output per building footprint area (compared to the horizontal orientation), at least
for urban locations in moderate latitudes. This is because of factors, such as the accumulation rates
of surface contaminants, wind-assisted cooling effects, sun altitude angles being well away from
zenith for most of the day, and the ground albedo or building-wall reflections, which provide an
additional diffused radiation background easily interceptible by the wall-mounted PV. At the same
time, the overall architectural design of buildings should ideally account for the site-specific and
climate-specific energy-harvesting performance optimisation of wall-mounted PV arrays or windows,
for example, by installing these systems on one or two of the most suitable building walls only. Figure 2
provides a system-level graphical outlook and main performance comparisons for most of the BIPV
technology types commercialised so far.

Figure 2. Conventional (building-applied photovoltaics (BAPV)), colour-optimised, and
semitransparent commercially available BIPV technologies at a glance. (a) Avancis PowerMax Skala
CuInSe2 panels [50]; (b) Multilayer-coated, colour-optimised BIPV facade by EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique
Federale de Lausanne, Switzerland) and Emirates Insolaire [27,28,33]; (c) AGC (Asahi Glass
Corporation, Japan) Sunjoule product [51]; (d) Onyx Solar a-Si high-transparency BIPV panels [52];
(e) Hanergy BIPV panels using a-Si [53]; (f) High-transparency CdTe BIPV panels [35]; (g) Solaronix
BIPV façade based on semi-transparent dye-sensitised solar cells [34,54]; the methodology used for
making the estimates of electric output is described in [55].

4
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The average transparency-related and energy-related figures of performance shown within insets
in Figure 2 have either been estimated from the published data, or taken from the relevant product
specifications. The standardised peak-rated electric power outputs per unit active PV area, shown as
Pmax or Wp/m2 data within parts of Figure 2, have been obtained from the published manufacturer’s
specifications, in which the optimum (peak-output) geometric orientations and tilt angles were
presumed, except for Figure 2a. The Pmax figure shown in Figure 2a was obtained from Avancis,
Inc. published product specifications by also accounting for the vertical sun-facing panel orientation,
using the flux reduction factor of 0.7. The estimated figures for the electric output per unit active area
of custom-installed BIPV (Figure 2b,c,g) have been obtained using the published data for the yearly
energy outputs, the total areas of installed PV, and the location-specific weather-dependent insolation
data, using the methodology described in [55]. Therefore, these estimates of the maximum expected
electric power output per unit active area are not standardised with respect to either the incident solar
spectrum or cell surface temperatures.

A notable recent trend in BIPV has been the apparent “mimicry” capability of the solar cell surfaces
covering building facades, assisted by the reflection colour-tuning multilayer thin-film coatings. Twelve
thousand coloured solar panels have been installed at the Copenhagen International School’s new
building (Figure 2b), completely covering the building and providing it with 300 MWh of electricity
per year (and meeting over half of the school’s energy needs) [27,33]. These PV panels covered a
total area of 6048 square meters, making it one of the largest BIPV installations in Denmark [28].
It is possible to derive a figure of performance of about 62 W/m2 for the maximum expected
electric output generation capacity, by using these reported data on the predicted annual energy
generation, the energy-converting area installed within the façade (6048 m2), and by approximating
the other parameters (e.g., assuming the peak-equivalent sunshine-hours per sunny day at the
installation location is around 4 h, and 200 sunny days per year). The annual number of sunny
days is approximated here by using the figures from the average monthly distribution of rainy
days for this location, which is accessible from a range of online weather-related data sources.
The multilayer coatings, which provided the apparent colour adjustment by reflecting the blue-green
parts of the spectrum, have, therefore, reduced the electric performance somewhat, compared to an
optimally-oriented CuInSe2 (CIS) facade. However, this 62 W/m2 figure has been obtained from
a real, feature-rich architectural installation in Northern Europe, in which a significant fraction of
active PV area has not been oriented optimally, and also experiences partial geometric shading.
This shows the significant practical application potential of colour-adjusted BIPV technologies, at
least, for the non-transparent installations. Similar performance in energy harvesting (~58 W/m2)
has been estimated from a horizontally-mounted semitransparent BIPV using monocrystalline silicon
cell technology ([51], Figure 2c), as well as documented in [35] (~60 Wp/m2) for a peak-oriented
CdTe-based semitransparent (Tvis ~ 33%) non-concentrating BIPV module, likely from the product
range of Xiamen Solar First Energy Technology Co., Ltd. (Xiamen, China)—judging by the close
matching of the academically- and commercially-published electrical specifications ([35] vs. [56]).

It is interesting to compare the current energy-harvesting performance in the available
semitransparent BIPV products with both the PV efficiency records achieved so far in small-size
luminescent concentrators, and the theoretical limits of efficiency predicted for the highly-transparent
concentrator-type BIPV, and also the transparent organic solar-cell modules. The current efficiency
record for a 5 cm × 5 cm LSC using organic luminophores and edge-mounted GaAs cells stands at
7.1% [57], corresponding theoretically to 71 Wp/m2. However, the scaling of electric power output
cannot be linear with increasing concentrator area, for multiple reasons including the relevant loss
mechanisms [58], and other considerations related to the thermodynamics of light concentration and
light transport phenomena, discussed in subsequent sections. The assessments of the performance
limits in highly transparent area-distributed PV and also in concentrators have been made in [59] and
in [55], pointing to a theoretical possibility of generating up to about 57 Wp/m2 in systems of 70%
colour-unbiased transparency. This theory-limit performance was calculated presuming the use of
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CIS solar cells of wide spectral responsivity bandwidth, at 25 ◦C cell temperature, 12.2% PV module
efficiency, for the peak geometric orientation and tilt of idealised concentrator panels (with AM1.5G,
1000 W/m2 irradiation.) The practically-achieved, literature-reported clear solar window performance
in factory-assembled glass-based windows is now close to 50% of its theoretical limit [55]. At the
same time, the best power conversion efficiency (PCE) reported recently in transparent organic
photovoltaics was 9.77% at 32% transparency, according to [60]. The authors of [61] also reported
achieving 4.00% PCE at 64% transparency in polymer solar cells produced by solution processing;
other recently-demonstrated combinations of PCE and visible-range transparency in organic solar
cells were summarised recently in [44]. To the best of our knowledge, no installation-ready or
standards-compliant BIPV systems with academically published specifications and using transparent
polymers-based solar cells (or transparent organic luminophores) are currently available on the
market. Significant and ongoing product development efforts are being undertaken at Ubiquitous
Energy (USA), aimed at commercialisation of transparent organics-based solar windows, with some
groundbreaking material development results reported within supplemetary material dataset of [44],
e.g., achieving PCE of 5.20% at Tvis = 52%.

Reports on the ready availability of any inorganic materials-based clear and highly transparent
solar window, skylight, or curtain wall products are still very rare. Among these product types with
published specifications and now available to the market are BAPV-type solar-powered skylights
from Velux (Denmark) [62], and an emergent range of solar windows, curtain wall, and solar skylight
products marketed by ClearVue Technologies (Perth, Australia), which have passed the various
industry standard compliance tests in 2018. The relevant technical details and the performance-related
description of ClearVue solar window prototypes are available from [55], and their core technology
fundamentals and the history of development were reported in [19] and [20]. Other solar window
manufacturers, e.g., Physee (The Netherlands) [63], or GlassToPower [64] do not appear to publish
the technical details (in particular, PV current-voltage (I-V) curve datasets) related to their current
product specifications.

Even though we are still at the very beginnings of the era marked by the widespread use of
transparent (or clear) solar windows, the range and scale of their potential applications is recognised as
enormous (summarised graphically in Figure 3.) The necessity of developing the new, windows-based
distributed generation networks to future-proof the urban areas, power the Internet of Things (IOT)
revolution, and reduce the reliance on fossil fuels has also been widely recognised [26]. This is further
confirmed by the ongoing research, development, and investment momentum now continuing in this
area and all related materials science areas worldwide [30–32,39–48].

 

Figure 3. Highly transparent solar windows and their application areas. The solar window prototypes
shown installed into an off-grid bus stop in Melbourne (Australia) are described in [55]; other solar
windows shown in the right-hand side of the image are current products from ClearVue Technologies,
showcased at Greenbuild Expo in Chicago, USA, in November 2018.
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The value of developing highly-transparent solar windows is related to multiple unique qualities
these systems can bring about. Among these are the provision of high-quality views and natural
daylighting options for building occupants, the potential for large reductions in lighting-related
energy expenditures, and the optional ready availability of added active or passive control over the
window features, such as apparent colours or the degree of visible transparency. These features
will require adding custom-designed optical coatings or active transparency-control layers to the
initially-transparent energy-generating window systems, to maximise the number of possible options
for the product appearance modification. Other unique benefits of highly transparent solar windows
will be best illustrated in emergent application areas, such as advanced sustainable greenhousing,
where the plant growth processes require either plenty of natural visible light or the precise control
over illumination spectra.

Due to the renewed attention to the next-generation photovoltaics now being paid by multiple
research groups, public institutions, and private companies worldwide, it is currently widely expected
that new types of technologies, functional materials, and products will continue to be developed.
The next sections of the present review will focus in more technical detail on the major results and
developments demonstrated in recent years in the areas related to both the direct area-based solar
energy converters, and also the concentrator-type solar windows.

3. Principal Results in Semi-Transparent PV Module Development, New Materials for Solar
Concentrators, and Current Trends in Transparent Energy Harvesters

Considering that a number of important developments have been demonstrated in recent years
in all BIPV technologies, related functional materials, and solar energy harvesting approaches, it is
logical to identify the two main technology-related device categories to be discussed separately:
the area-based PV energy converters, and the concentrator-type PV energy-harvesting systems.
Forward-looking technologies and advanced novel materials have been investigated actively during
the recent decade, resulting in noteworthy prototype demonstrations and product-level systems
development, across the entire spectrum of BIPV application types. The following subsections address
the principal results demonstrated in the area of semi-transparent PV energy harvesters from all main
technological categories.

3.1. Recent Developments in Semitransparent Non-Concentrating BIPV Technologies

Semitransparent non-concentrating BIPV technologies are defined not only by their degree of
visible-range transparency but also by their capability of enabling immediate photovoltaic energy
conversion process, localised at any arbitrary region of light-ray incidence onto their active device
areas. On the other hand, in concentrator-type semitransparent PV, the PV conversion is engineered
to typically take place at the active (non-transparent) solar-cell areas placed at (or near) the edges
of light-capturing semitransparent or clear aperture areas. These aperture areas serve to re-direct
the incident light rays towards PV cells, and may contain materials providing partial light-trapping
functionality, and/or light-harvesting structures that assist waveguiding-type propagation. Therefore,
the major defining difference between these two main device categories is in the light propagation
path-length within the devices, between the points of ray incidence and the location(s) where
the PV conversion takes place. Both technological approaches possess their unique advantages
and disadvantages, which are related to how the fundamental problem of balancing the overall
energy-conversion efficiency and the degree of device transparency is addressed. The common
metrics-related parameters used to evaluate the performance of semitransparent non-concentrating
PV (or their suitability for any particular application area) include the visible light transmission
(VLT), and power conversion efficiency (PCE) at standard test conditions (STC). The STC in PV
metrology refer to using the standardised solar spectrum for device irradiation (AM1.5G spectral
distribution, with 1000 W/m2 in radiation flux density), and making PV current-voltage characteristic
measurements whilst keeping the solar cell surface temperatures at 25 ◦C. If detailed PCE
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characterisation metrology results are not available, other published product specifications or
performance-related data can often be used to derive or estimate the maximum output power
rating per unit active area. Table 1 summarises the main performance parameters achieved using
non-concentrating semitransparent PV technologies in recent years.

Table 1. Performance summary (transparency, materials, and efficiency-related data) for main
non-concentrating semi-transparent solar cell technologies and building-integrated photovoltaics
(BIPV) products with significant visible transmission.

Technology Ref./Year
R&D Sample

or Product
VLT

PCE or Pmax

(est.)
Materials/Details

Dye-sensitised solar
cells [65]/2007 sample ~60%@ 550 nm 9.2% Screen-printed TiO2 films

Dye-sensitised solar
cells (Solaronix) [34,54]/2014 product N/A ~28 W/m2,

vert.
Evaluated from the available

published data

Transparent PV solar
cells [66]/2011 sample >65% (1.3±0.1) Organic material-based,

harvesting near-IR only

Transparent polymer
SC [61]/2012 sample 64% 4.00% Solution processing technology

Semi-transparent
organic SC [60]/2017 sample 32% 9.77%

Organics
(dithienocyclopentathieno

[3,2-b]thiophene)

Perovskite SC [67]/2015 sample ~77%@ 800 nm
peak 11.71%

Semi-transparent MAPbI3 cell
with Ag-nanowire transparent

electrode; for use in tandem cells.

Single-junction
semitransparent

perovskite SC
[68]/2014 sample 1) 29%

2) 22%
1) 6.4%
2) 7.3%

Methylammonium lead
iodide perovskite
(CH3NH3PbI3)

Colloidal Quantum
Dot SC [69]/2016 sample 24.1% (ave.) 5.4% PbS colloidal QDs

BAPV
glass-integrated PV
roof (AGC Sunjoule)

[51]/2015 product ~20% of clear
glass area

~58 W/m2,
horiz.

Mono-Si cells, separated laterally
within glass

Hanergy BIPV
panels [53]/2018 product 40% (ave.) 3.8% Amorphous silicon

Onyx Solar BIPV
panels [52]/2018 product 30% (ave.) 2.8% Amorphous silicon

Solar First Energy
Technology Co., Ltd. [35]/2018 product ~33% 6% CdTe semitransparent BIPV

modules

Polysolar BIPV [70]/2018 product 50% (ave.) ~55.5 Wp/m2

(5.55%)
CdTe PS-CT-40 BIPV modules

(1200 × 600 × 7 mm)

Stability-enhanced
perovskite SC [71] /2018 sample N/A Up to 20.2%

SnO2 electron transport layer
replacing TiO2. T80 operational

lifetime of 625 h.
1 VLT: visible light transmission, either spectrally averaged or related to a transmission peak at a specified
wavelength. PCE: power conversion efficiency; Pmax is rated (or estimated) maximum electric output power
per unit active module area.

A number of industrialised, product-level semitransparent PV module manufacturing
technologies have been established, based on patterning the non-transparent active PV material area
to ensure transparency. Systems using either amorphous silicon or cadmium telluride are becoming
increasingly common, even though their (spectrally averaged) visible-range light transmission does not
exceed 40 to 50%. Up to date, none of the commercially available patterned-layer energy-generating
modules employing inorganic PV materials feature colour-neutral clear appearance or uniform
transmission characteristics across their aperture areas.

A notable current trend in semitransparent PV modules development is the continued
(and growing) attention of multiple research groups worldwide dedicated to optimizing the
perovskite-based material systems. This is due to the rapid progress demonstrated in the performance
(PCE) of perovskite-based photovoltaics recently, and over a relatively short time scale, reaching
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27.3% conversion efficiency record in (non-transparent) tandem-type perovskite-silicon solar cells
in 2018 [72]. The recently-achieved record efficiency in perovskite-based solar cells is at 20.9% [73].
The PCE of other semi-transparent perovskite-based research samples is currently in excess of 20%,
demonstrated in stability-enhanced systems, in which the titanium dioxide-based electron transport
layer was replaced by tin oxide [71]. The operational lifetime of these perovskite-based cells reported
at the end of 2018 is still on the scale of several months, rather than years, which places their
commercialisation prospects within the scope of near-future years, rather than today. Due to the
potentially vast future application areas of perovskite-based semitransparent BIPV, significant research
efforts are continuing in the materials science areas related to optimizing the chemistry and module
structure of perovskite-based devices, to ensure improved environmental stability and performance.
Methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) based perovskite systems were recently shown [74] to possess
intrinsic environmental stability limitations due to chemical chain reactions involving iodine vapour.
The authors of [74] also hold a view that it is imperative to develop other types of perovskite material
systems to achieve long-term stable solar cells, and work in this area is also ongoing in multiple
research groups. Notably, efforts aimed at reducing the perovskite toxicity caused by the presence of
lead and also removing the hysteresis in current-voltage characteristics have been reported [75,76].

Another rapidly developing category of semitransparent BIPV technologies possessing strong
potential for future applications uses polymer-based organic materials, which can provide remarkable
visible transparency simultaneously with high power conversion efficiency [60,61,66]. In this area,
efforts to up-scale the solar cell sample size and ensure the long-term environmentally stable operation
and commercially-applicable system packaging are currently ongoing, with product-level devices
widely expected to be demonstrated in the near future.

3.2. Progress in Semitransparent Concentrator-Type Solar Window Technologies

Most semitransparent concentrator-type solar window technologies developed so far rely on the
continued advances in the field of luminescent solar concentrators, which are underpinned by the
development of new luminescent material types. This is because the only long-range (in the absence of
glass surface imperfections or strong scattering) photon transport mechanism suitable for trapping
the incident light energy within transparent waveguides is total internal reflection (TIR), which itself
is enabled by the random directional character of luminescent emissions. The internal structure of
LSC-type devices has also undergone rapid development, relying on the advances in areas, such
as application-specific thin-film coatings, spectrally-selective transparent diffractive optics [20,77],
embedded Mie scattering media [19,78], or other components designed to stimulate partial light
trapping within waveguide-type glazing systems. More recently, conventional (non-transparent) PV
elements, e.g., silicon or copper indium-gallium selenide (CIGS) cell modules started to merge into
the design structure of transparent window-type solar concentrators, blocking a small transparent
area fraction, but boosting the electric output through both the direct incident light capture and
also collecting a part of light travelling within the device [40,55,79–81]. Various performance
metrics parameters have been introduced in the LSC field for characterizing the performance of
concentrator-type PV devices of all configurations and types; the most important of which are
the PCE, geometric gain (G)—the ratio of the total light collection aperture area to the area of
edge-mounted PV cells, photon collection probability P represented by the ratio of device PCE to
the nominal PCE of the solar cell modules used in the device, and the optical concentration factor
Copt = G · P [82]. Another useful concentrator metrics parameter is optical power efficiency ηopt which
is the ratio of the optical power received at the PV cell surfaces to the total optical power incident
onto device aperture area. Table 2 summarises the main optical and electric performance metrics
parameters demonstrated in either laboratory samples or product-level technologies using different
concentrator-type semitransparent PV systems in the last decade.
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The optical power efficiency of LSC, or other types of concentrating semi-transparent PV energy
harvesters (which utilise physical mechanisms other than TIR-guided luminescence, e.g., diffractive
optics), is itself a product of multiple efficiency factors, each relating to a particular physical
process harnessed for re-routing the incident photons towards the solar cell surfaces. For “classical”
luminescent concentrator systems, ηopt can be represented in terms of the contributions of all physical
phenomena taking place within the concentrator volume, in the following way [37,38]:

ηopt = (1 - R) · PTIR · ηabs · ηPLQY · ηStokes · ηhost · ηTIR · ηself, (1)

where R is the reflectivity of the front surface of the luminescent waveguide; PTIR is the probability
of total internal reflection governed by the difference between the refractive indices of waveguiding
material and outside air; ηabs is the fraction of the incident solar energy absorbed by the luminophore(s);
ηPLQY is the photoluminescence quantum yield of the luminophore(s) used; ηStokes is the efficiency
factor characterizing the energy losses due to heat generation during the absorption and emission
events (Stokes shift loss); ηhost is the transport efficiency of the waveguide; ηTIR is the reflection
efficiency of the waveguide determined by the smoothness of the waveguide surface, and ηself is the
transport efficiency of the waveguided photons related to re-absorption of the emitted photons by
another luminescent centre. For glass-based waveguiding structures, and using a 4% figure for the
front-side reflectivity, 75% for PTIR corresponding to the refractive index of glass being n = 1.5, and by
simplifying all other efficiency factors to equal 0.9, an estimate of the practical upper limit of the
optical efficiency ηopt can be made, which is about 38%. The formula relating the parameter PTIR to the
refractive indices of a luminescent slab-type waveguide and its surrounding medium is available from
multiple sources, e.g., [86]. Then, presuming 22% of optical-to-electric power conversion efficiency
(if using monocrystalline Si cells), this upper limit for the total (device-level) LSC PCE can then be
estimated to be near 8.4%. This simplified estimate of the upper limit of efficiency is unrelated to
the idealised-case theory-limit calculations, but rather refers to what may be achieved in the near
future, provided that luminescent materials and waveguiding structures are improving continually.
This figure also relates to completely non-transparent LSC systems and will need to be reduced for
all semitransparent systems, corresponding to the reduction in the incident optical power fraction
being harvested. An excellent and detailed analysis of the theoretical performance limits applicable to
semitransparent luminescent concentrator systems is available from [59]. In addition, PCE of near 2.5%
demonstrated in a system of total (the sum of direct and diffused) visible-range transmission near 70%
are shown in [55] to approach about 50% of the corresponding theory-limit system PCE, accounting
for the degree of transparency and the type of solar cells used.

Equation (1) provides a useful physics-based insight into how the achievable LSC system
efficiencies can continue to be improved in the future, considering that a significant scope exists
for engineering new application-specific luminescent materials, optical coatings, and the internal
structure of concentrator waveguides. Of special importance is the photoluminescence quantum yield
of luminophores, which can potentially approach 100% in organic dyes, or even (technically) exceed
100% in “quantum cutting” inorganic phosphor types, which can emit two photons at a lower energy
after single higher-energy photon excitation events. Many materials from this category can also exhibit
very large Stokes shift values, thus, practically eliminating the self-absorption losses. It was predicted
by the authors of [87] in 2014, that inorganic nanocrystals with high Stokes’ shift and consequently low
self-absorption cross section would be suitable candidates for use in highly efficient LSCs, provided
that their quantum efficiency can be increased to values approaching that of dyes, which would then
lead to device efficiency values beyond 10%. This prediction will likely soon be demonstrated, at least,
in systems of low visible transparency, in small sample sizes, and using the record-efficiency GaAs,
or multijunction record-performer cells.

Multiple developments in the materials science of advanced luminescent materials for LSC-type
applications and solar window devices have been reported in the recent literature and reviews,
e.g., [88–98]. The authors of [88] reviewed the current state of the field in luminescent nanomaterials
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for LSC, and graphically represent the photon collection mechanisms and the various loss effects as
“photon destination map”, which illustrates through modelling that the “escape cone losses” related
to multiple total internal reflections and the associated processes, can be as high as 42% in practice,
in a system where theoretically-evaluated escape-cone loss would have been near 25%. The role
of reabsorption in total photon energy losses is emphasised, thus, elucidating the need to design
luminescent materials with minimised self-absorption.

At present, a strong research focus and momentum are directed towards the development of
advanced semiconductor nanocrystals and quantum dot (QD) materials, to enable strong reductions
in self-absorption losses simultaneously with improved absorption efficiency in the near-infrared
range, and to ensure greater environmental stability and light-fastness of luminophores [83,84,88–93].
Some drawbacks of inorganic QDs are discussed in [91], in particular, their susceptibility to deactivation
by oxygen, often small Stokes shifts, and limited quantum efficiency, together with toxicity due to
using materials, such as lead or cadmium. Organic dyes from the BASF Lumogen (Ludwigshafen,
Germany) product range are still the mainstream LSC materials [91], and efforts at optimizing their
concentrations and mixes are ongoing [89].

Activities aimed at achieving greater light concentration efficiency in more transparent and,
importantly, larger-scale LSC devices, are also ongoing [94–97]. The authors of [95] analysed the
QD-based LSCs and their maximum attainable practical concentration limits, as well as system
scalability-related issues. There is currently a renewed interest in the use of upconverter-type
luminophores, which were recently demonstrated to assist obtaining improved concentrator efficiencies
again, achieving ~27% in PCE improvement with upconverters of only ~4% quantum yield [98].

The benefits of adding photonic mirrors to LSC structure and their effects on the optical
transport phenomena within concentrators are reported in [99]. Other groups also concentrate on the
development of various types of backreflector coatings, including Lambertian backreflectors [100],
to improve the device PCE through enhanced partial trapping of light. Reaching the effective optical
concentration ratio as high as 1.29 is reported [100]. For practically all semi-transparent solar window
designs, the presence of a spectrally-selective coating backreflector is essential, since these systems
are limited by their design to converting only a part of the incident solar spectrum. Since the
trade-off between transparency and efficiency is fundamental, all possible approaches to maximizing
the optical efficiency and the total PCE must be explored, which places a special emphasis on the
structure-related photon-deflecting components (e.g., diffractive elements), working in synergy with
advanced luminescent materials.

The application potential, role, and purpose of embedding the light-ray deflecting microstructures
into LSC-type waveguides of solar windows are illustrated in Figure 4. Detailed analysis of the
potential of diffractive and scattering optics for improving the photon collection probability at solar
cells is reported in [20] and [77]. The roles of spectrally-selective backside-reflector coatings and
especially the waveguiding panel thickness, in ensuring the capability of longer-range transport of the
incident photons within waveguides, even in the presence of significant scattering, is also illustrated
in Figure 4.

Diffractive grating-assisted ray deflection and Mie scattering processes at inorganic fluorescent
pigment particles improve the probability of TIR events, thus, routing more photons towards solar cell
surfaces. Highly transparent micro-scale diffraction gratings designed for use in solar windows have
recently been reported [20].
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Figure 4. Semitransparent hybrid concentrator-type photovoltaic (PV) windows utilising physical
mechanisms other than luminescence for inducing waveguiding-type propagation towards
edge-mounted solar cells. The drawing on the right-hand side of the figure illustrates the minimum
lateral displacement of photons incident at a 60◦ angle and travelling within a coating-assisted
concentrator structure, after only a single total internal reflection (TIR) event, enabled by internal
ray deflection. The minimum internal lateral displacement of partially-trapped photons incident at this
angle is shown to be more than triple the system thickness dimension.

Future improvements in the photon collection efficiency and total PCE of solar windows are
expected to be demonstrated in systems using optimised combinations of advanced luminescent
materials and device structures. In industrialisation-ready, large-area concentrator-type systems,
the designs of new glazing system structures are expected to play a leading role, even regardless of the
materials selection. This is because the photon management and partial light trapping mechanisms are
related fundamentally to the device geometry and the limits imposed by thermodynamics. In particular,
the minimum lateral displacement of an incident light ray inside a flat slab-type concentrator system
scales in proportion with the device thickness (illustrated in Figure 4). Thermodynamics-based
analysis of light propagation within generic non-imaging concentrator-type systems and the photon
trapping-related metrics are reported in [101,102], using Fermat’s variational principle, which states
that a ray of light propagates through an optical system in such a manner that the time required for
it to travel from one point to another is minimised. This, together with the etendue conservation
theorem [102] and the Yablonovitch limit [103], places fundamental limitations on the practically
achievable light-trapping efficiencies in large-size LSC-like devices of all types. Other recently-reported
important work on photon management in the presence of scattering processes [104] discloses
an observation of the mean path length invariance for the photons propagating within arbitrary
light-scattering media. The main finding reported was that, regardless of the location of the points
of ray incidence, the system microstructure, or the angle of incidence, the mean photon propagation
path-length inside the scattering medium is only governed by the system’s outer boundary’s geometry.
This invariance imposes fundamental limitations on the internal path lengths achievable within
any realistic LSC containing inorganic pigments and/or waveguide surface or volume structure
imperfections. Parameters in the Equation (1), such as ηhost and ηTIR, are affected substantially by these
waveguide imperfections, which are present invariably in realistic devices, especially in larger-scale
concentrators containing multiple interfaces, where the internal propagation path lengths start to
exceed the device thickness by several times for the majority of incident photons. A particularly
important result reported in [104] in relation to the theoretically-evaluated system-invariant mean
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value of the internal photon propagation path-length (Stheor) in systems containing scattering centres
(in a simplified case of a single glass-air interface) is described by

<Stheor> = (4 · V/Σ) · (n2
2/n1

2) (2)

where V/Σ is the system’s volume-to-surface ratio, and n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the outer
and of the scattering regions, respectively. Therefore, in the case of rectangular slab-type waveguides
representing the flat glass-based realistic inorganic pigment-containing LSC systems, this V/Σ ratio
represents the system thickness, and the mean partially-trapped photon path-length is then within
several times the thickness, regardless of the details of the internal microstructure. Notably, this mean
internal path length invariance has been shown to apply also to the scattering process strength.
Structured systems with multiple glass-air interfaces have been shown to provide mean photon path
lengths somewhat in excess of that predicted by Equation (2), due to the increased probability of
multiple internal reflections. Regardless of these fundamental limitations, collecting the photons
efficiently at concentrator system edges, from the areas of incidence onto glass located within the range
of several times the system thickness remains a valid option, which is demonstrated graphically in [77],
in the presence of strong scattering at micron-scale luminophore pigment particles. The relevance
of scattering as a short-range photon collection mechanism in LSC is also reported in [19,20] and
discussed in [78,95].

The performance limits of luminescent solar concentrators with quantum dots in a
selective-reflector-based optical cavity are evaluated in [105], where the dependency of the optical
concentration on the geometric gain has also been studied. It has been reported that the best
optical concentration factor performance is achievable in systems with a geometric gain of up to
about 30, with further up-scaling of the device collection areas leading to diminishing returns in
performance [105]. The analysis of optical losses in CuInS2-based nanocrystal LSC, in terms of
balancing the absorption versus scattering, is reported in [106], where the estimates for the achievable
optical efficiency are provided. Overall, the findings on efficiency limits and the limiting factors in LSC
performance reported in multiple recent literature sources, in conjunction with the thermodynamic
limitations applicable to solar concentrators, mean that further research efforts aimed at maximizing
the photon collection probability over the areas of solar window aperture closest to the solar-cell
locations are necessary.

3.3. Examples of Existing and Emergent High-Transparency PV Window Technologies and Their Applications

Novel applications of transparent solar windows continue to emerge and be proposed and
demonstrated. High-transparency, long product life and application-ready glass-based solar windows
are still quite rare and represent the future of solar window technologies. Among these application
areas so far identified are the local use of the generated and/or stored renewable energy for
powering lighting systems and/or advertising display devices [55], and active in-situ control
over the transparency state of “smart” glazings described in a pioneering publication [107] back
in 2010. Multiple implementations of “smart windows” have been demonstrated, e.g., using
polymer-dispersed liquid–crystal (PDLC) [47,108–110], or electrochromic layer-based devices [111].
As soon as the highly-transparent energy-generating solar windows begin entering widespread
commercial applications in buildings, it can be predicted that their first electric loads will often be
transparency-control layers embedded into the same glazing systems. This is because of both the
economics of re-designing the internal electric wiring circuits in buildings required to accommodate
additional loads and the ready availability of PDLC products which can be laminated into the structure
of current or emergent solar window glazing designs. For these reasons, even before wiring the
internal lighting circuits in buildings to be powered by highly-transparent solar windows, it can
be considered logical to use the generated energy immediately at the point of generation, actively
controlling the window transparency state and demonstrating the expected significant cooling-related
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energy savings, at least in hot climates. Figure 5 shows the smart self-powered window early-prototype
demonstration experiment from October 2014, in which a PDLC layer integrated (through a glass
interlayer lamination process) into a 200 mm × 200 mm LSC panel was electrically driven using the
window’s own electric output. The features of the electric power-generating system used in this smart
window technology prototype have been disclosed in patent-related documentation [108], yet were
not published academically to date.

Figure 5. Transparency-controlled, self-powering PDLC-integrated “smart” solar window
demonstration at Edith Cowan University (ECU) in October, 2014. A 200 mm × 200 mm hybrid
concentrator-type solar window used four parallel-connected edge-mounted CuInSe2 modules of size
198 mm × 25 mm, the electric output of which was sufficient to control the embedded PDLC layer
transparency within a broad transparency range [108].

Significant attention from multiple research groups has been directed towards the development
and demonstration of multiple window-integrated active transparency control technologies during the
recent years. Among these, notable developments took place recently in the area of incorporating the
photothermally switchable perovskites into window glazings [112], potentially leading to achieving
substantial energy savings in buildings due to the glass transparency responding to the surface
temperature changes, simultaneously with the strong energy generation potential provided by
perovskite-based solar cell systems. Thermochromic and also dichroic materials-based approaches to
controlling the glazing system transparency and/or apparent colour in response to illumination level
changes are also gaining momentum, as well as the emergent field of smart windows overall [113–116].

It has been demonstrated ([47], and also in the Supplementary Video section of this present article)
that multiple series-connected inductive loads, such as DC motor-driven ventilation fans, can be
powered by a single moderate-area (500 mm × 500 mm) highly transparent solar window device,
at a sufficiently fast blade rotation rate to generate audible noise heard from some distance away.
Whilst the power generated in small-area clear solar windows can be very moderate (several Watts
per 500 mm × 500 mm sample using edge-mounted PV cells only), there is ready availability for their
practical applications and use, e.g., for charging mobile devices. Figure 6 shows a graphical summary
of prototype solar window development history at ECU, Perth, Western Australia, from an early (2011)
high-transparency heat mirror-coated 2 cm × 2 cm × 0.6 cm sample with stripe-shape monocrystalline
cut-outs from a Si cell attached to glass edges, to more advanced and up-scaled window systems
developed between 2014 and 2016. Multiple design features and characterisation results relevant to
these solar window types are first reported in [20].
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Figure 6. Solar window prototypes developed at Edith Cowan University (ECU between 2011–2016).

The earliest (2011) all-inorganic high-transparency (>90%) LSC prototypes integrated with Si cells
(Figure 6, top left) used a single luminophore-loaded 0.5 mm interlayer connecting two 3 mm-thick
quartz plates. One of these plates was coated by a spectrally-selective multilayer optical coating
which reflected practically all solar near-IR light at wavelengths above 720 nm. The visible red
colouration over the bottom-side solar cell surface was due to this coating reflecting a part of the
visible far-red spectrum towards the cell. This small-area pre-prototype solar window sample is likely
among the world’s most highly-transparent energy-generating structures built using only inorganic
functional materials. Later transparent solar window prototypes developed at ECU in subsequent years
used various solar cell configurations and types, as well as internal micro- and macrostructures for
improving the photon collection probability at solar cell surfaces, some of which are yet unpublished.

An area of organic materials-based BIPV and transparent solar windows development is
undergoing rapid development currently, and new performance records are being demonstrated
continually in the power conversion efficiency, thus, offering a potentially strong competition to
inorganics-based concentrator-type devices and other semitransparent BIPV. Very recently, a new
efficiency record was demonstrated (PCE up to 12.25%, in small-area devices), achieved by tuning the
chemical structure of organic photoactive materials. This is the highest certified efficiency of organic
solar cells reported to date [117,118]. However, the degree of device transparency has not been explicitly
specified. It is widely expected that the optical transparency, sample size, and environmental stability
properties in transparent organic cells and future BIPV systems will continue to show improvements.

In the application areas related to moving the solar window technologies from labs to
markets, significant challenges still exist, regardless of the core technology platform choice,
or the type of functional materials employed. This is due to the necessity of bridging multiple
industry-standards-related system requirements originating from different industries. These stringent
requirements range from the decades-long product lifetimes often needed, to the ability of future solar
windows to resist factors, such as wind loads, water penetration, and internal condensation events.
At the same time, product compliance with stringent electric wiring rules, safety-related requirements,
and building construction codes are also required.

Multiple independent building-scale trials of different transparent solar window technologies are
yet to be conducted to identify their application suitability in various climates and installation-area
footprints, as well as the economic potential. Nevertheless, it is becoming increasingly clear, from the
present-day viewpoint, that future installations of the numerous types of emergent BIPV and BAPV
technologies will be numerous. This is because the benefits of the large-scale and distributed generation
of energy at the locations of end use are extensive, including the capability of providing blackout
resistance in city buildings and the exclusion of significant transmission-line losses. The growing
field of the Internet of Things and future expected widespread application of smart interconnected
(5G) devices present demanding energy use requirements, which can be addressed by widespread
BIPV generation.
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4. Conclusions and Outlook

The practical integration of advanced solar energy-harvesting technologies into various elements
of urban landscapes, including building windows, is rapidly becoming a mainstream trend. Substantial
advances have been reported in recent years both in laboratory trials, and also in commercial
demonstrations of the various semi-transparent solar cell types and solar window devices. A wide
range of established semi-transparent PV and BIPV technologies exists currently, providing architects
and building designers with multiple choices regarding the balance between the system aesthetics,
degree of transparency (or colouration type), and power generating capacity. Multiple next-generation
transparent solar-cell technologies, including dye-sensitised solar cells, patterned solar panels, organic
polymer-based, and perovskite-based systems remain in active stages of development and continue to
demonstrate new milestones in efficiency. Highly transparent, and colour-unbiased concentrator-type
solar window systems are only beginning to make their entry into industry-wide acceptance. They now
provide a previously unavailable combination of up to 70% in total visible light transmission and
power conversion efficiency near 2.5%, based on systems demonstrated in 2017.

Despite the fundamental trade-offs between the required control over the visual appearance,
degree of transparency, and the power generating capacity intrinsic to the design of advanced
BIPV, their strong potential for transforming urban landscapes and providing substantial distributed
generation capacity is certain. Developments in the materials science of advanced luminophores,
coupled with novel designs of LSC-type semitransparent concentrator structures add continually to
the possibilities of obtaining increased power conversion efficiencies. At the same time, a substantial
energy-saving potential exists, provided by solar windows, which can also control the solar heat gain
in buildings and the associated thermal insulation properties. The new trends in the local utilisation
of the energy generated in the distributed way by the building components include using advanced
windows with active transparency control, which can contribute substantially to both personnel
comfort and climate control-related energy savings. It is currently expected that multiple commercial
building-based trials of the latest transparent BIPV technologies will soon be conducted, uncovering
their true practical applications potential.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/6/1080/
s1, Video S1: ECU-ClearVue power generating window prototypes 2016.mp4.
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Abstract: Since building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) modules are typically installed during, not after,
the construction phase, BIPVs have a profound impact compared to conventional building-applied
photovoltaics on the electrical installation and construction planning of a building. As the cost of BIPV
modules decreases over time, the impact of electrical system architecture and converters will become
more prevalent in the overall cost of the system. This manuscript provides an overview of potential
BIPV electrical architectures. System-level criteria for BIPV installations are established, thus providing
a reference framework to compare electrical architectures. To achieve modularity and to minimize
engineering costs, module-level DC/DC converters preinstalled in the BIPV module turned out to be
the best solution. The second part of this paper establishes converter-level requirements, derived and
related to the BIPV system. These include measures to increase the converter fault tolerance for extended
availability and to ensure essential safety features.

Keywords: PV; BIPV; LVDC; DC/DC module-level converters

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) systems consist of solar photovoltaic (PV) cells and modules
that are integrated in the building envelope as part of the building structure, replacing conventional
building materials [1,2]. BIPV is now being proposed as an economically viable solution to the increasing
demand for renewable electricity generation, since the relatively minor added cost of PV cells to the overall
building component’s cost results in conceivable payback times [3,4]. Furthermore, developments in
thin-film PV technology reduce the costs of adding PV to structural elements even further [5,6].

The use of BIPV is encouraged by the European Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan [7] and the
European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) [8]. The EPBD requires that all new buildings
in the 28 member states are near Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) from 2020 on. The implementation
can be a combined result of reducing the energy demand and increasing the energy generation on site.
In high-rise buildings, the amount of roof surface where PV panels can be placed might be unsufficient
to cover the demand of the building. Placing PV in the façades offers a solution to this [9,10]. A high
amount of research is conducted towards the different aspects of BIPV, such as BIPV Thermal (BIPVT)
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installations [11–13], a life-cycle analysis of BIPV installations [14,15], ab optimal design to match the
electric loads in NZEB [16], the refurbishment and renovation of older buildings using BIPV [17–19],
the thermal impact on the building [20–23], novel PV materials for use in BIPV products [24–27], the role
of Building Information Management (BIM) in the design of new buildings with BIPV [28–30], and specific
case studies [31–35]. This manuscript focuses on the electrical installation aspects of façade BIPV modules
where a high degree of modularity is envisioned. At first sight, the electrical installation of BIPV systems
does not seem to differ from building-applied photovoltaics (BAPV). This paper will highlight that the
expectations and boundary conditions are different and lead to specific requirements for the design of new
power electronics converters.

A wide variety of BIPV modules is commercially available on the market [3,36–39]. In general,
two classes of BIPV modules are distinguished, namely roofing BIPV modules [40] and façade BIPV
modules [3,41]. The first category consists of PV modules that are part of the roof structure of a building,
comprising in-roof systems, full roof solutions, and solar tiles. The second category further distinguishes
cold and warm façades, depending on whether the BIPV modules contain a ventilated air gap or not.
Additionally, accessories exist such as parapets, balconies, and solar shadings not belonging directly to the
building skin [42].

More than BAPV systems, BIPV systems have a profound impact on the electrical installation of
the building and on the planning of the construction works, as the BIPV modules are installed during
the construction phase and not fitted after construction has completed. Hence, the way in which the
BIPV modules are interconnected and converter-interfaced is important to consider in order to minimize
the additional required installation time and system engineering effort. In that regard, module-level
converters (MLCs) that are factory preinstalled in the BIPV modules are promising [43]. Their main
advantage of modularity prevails over the use of conventional string-level inverters, which are usually
praised for their lower system cost [44]. Furthermore, adopting a DC instead of an AC distribution
architecture simplifies the design of the module-level converters, resulting in an increased compactness,
efficiency, and reliability [45,46]. Apart from that, as the cost of BIPV modules reduces further over time,
the impact of the electrical installation architecture and the converters becomes more prevalent in the
overall cost of the system.

Besides modularity, module-level converters reduce the impact of partial shading and are capable of
supporting a wide variety of BIPV modules and associated electrical specifications [36,47–49]. Especially
partial shading, leading to different I-V characteristics and maximum power points (MPP) of neighbouring
modules is more prevalent in BIPV systems as compared to BAPV [50–53].

However, preinstalling module-level converters in BIPV modules leads to higher required levels of
fault tolerance of the converters as it is undesirable or practically infeasible to replace the converter after
an internal failure. Therefore, this paper discusses the possible failure modes of module-level converters,
including its causes, consequences, and detection methods, and introduces techniques to ensure the
fail-safe operation of the module-level converter if necessary. Additionally, the need for non-isolated or
isolated module-level converters will be addressed.

1.2. Research Questions and Objectives

The research questions in this paper are (1) Given the difference with BAPV, what are the specific
requirements of a BIPV electrical installation? General ideas will be translated to concrete evaluation
points that serve as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs); (2) What are the advantages of Low-Voltage DC
(LVDC) grids compared to traditional AC grids to electrically interconnect BIPV modules?; (3) Can the
electrical requirements be translated to practical converter design recommendations?; and (4) What is the
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impact of the LVDC grid configuration (low resistance grounded—TN-S or high resistance grounded—IT)
on the reliability and fault-tolerance of the system?

1.3. Paper Structure

This paper is organized as follows. The first section presented an introduction, including the
motivation for the research and the specific research questions. The second section addresses system-level
criteria for BIPV installations. A comparison between the different electrical architectures is given in
section three. The fourth section will translate the system-level criteria into specific converter requirements
and discuss relevant fault-tolerance and safety aspects more in-depth. The last section concludes this paper.

2. System Criteria for BIPV

This section describes the important system criteria that relate to the electrical installation of BIPV
systems. These criteria serve as key performance indicators (KPIs) to evaluate the different interconnection
methods, as shown in Figure 1. The next section will evaluate the different methods based on the
derived KPIs.

Figure 1. The possible electrical architectures for PV module interconnection to an AC or DC grid: (a) string
inverters; (b) micro-inverters; (c) series power optimizer; and (d) parallel power optimizer.

2.1. Electrical Installation Methods

First, the different installation possibilities that can be used for the electrical installation of the BIPV
system are briefly introduced. They are shown in Figure 1. In the string inverter approach (Figure 1a),
several PV modules are series connected to form a string and are then coupled to the string inverter.
Multiple strings are possible per inverter. The Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is done per string.
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A second option is the use of micro-inverters (Figure 1b) where one inverter is coupled with a single
PV module. The MPPT is done per module, and the output is coupled directly to the AC grid. A third
option is the use of series power optimizers (Figure 1c). There is again one converter per module, but the
output is now DC instead of AC. The output ports of multiple converters are then series connected and
coupled to a central inverter that regulates the DC bus voltage. The last option is the use of parallel power
optimizers (Figure 1d). As with the series power optimizers, their output is DC. However, the DC voltage
level is higher. They are parallel connected to the same DC bus, and the MPPT is also done per module.
The different installation possibilities will be further evaluated for BIPV applications in Section 2.8.

2.2. Energy Yield and Aesthetics

When designing the BIPV system, a trade-off needs to be made between the aesthetics and the
energy-yield of the installation. A different approach exists between BAPV and BIPV. For BAPV,
the electrical installation is typically done on an existing structure. A high energy yield is of primary
importance as the motivation to place it can be found in reduced electricty costs. For BIPV, the energy
yield is of secondary importance, whereas aesthetics and building regulation standards are primary factors
to take into account [54]. Neglecting the importance of the energy yield could, however, lead to a less
favourable position of BIPV compared to other measures that are used to reduce the energy consumption
and ecological footprint of the building [55].

As compared to conventional PV systems, partial shading due to adjacent structures, building
elements (e.g., pipes and ducts), frame edges, or the curvature of the installation is more prevalent in BIPV
installations [36,47–49]. As a consequence, the power output of the shaded modules and, more importantly,
the unshaded modules will be reduced, depending on the electrical configuration. The mismatch losses due to
partial shading are specific for each installation, though studies indicate losses ranging from 5–25% [53,56–58].

This impact can, however, be limited by implementing the MPPT on smaller scales, e.g., per panel
and not per string. To increase the power output, it is advisable to do the MPPT per module (distributed
MPPT) and not per string. A micro-inverter (DC/AC) or power optimizer (DC/DC) solution is, thus,
preferred to the traditional string inverter approach.

2.3. Flexibility

Flexibility relates to the architectural freedom during the design stage. In everyday structures, such as
a casual office building, it can be advantageous to use arrays of standardized BIPV modules in order to
reduce costs. This could, however, lead to a rather monotonous façade. When partial shading is not an
issue, a string inverter could be used for the electrical installation, which is again beneficial from a cost
point of view.

In more prestigious buildings, multiple types of PV (mono-, poly-, or thin film) can be present
under a variety of forms. The electrical characteristics of these panels differ due to the different electrical
properties of the used material, the size, and the orientation. Since aesthetics are of focal importance [54,55],
this seems to be the preferred scenario, despite the higher impact on the electrical installation. Even when
partial shading effects are negligible, the variety in output parameters favours the use of module-level
converters as stringing becomes difficult or even impossible.

2.4. Modularity

This criterion relates to the ease of the practical construction of the installation. A modular system can
easily be built and is the most plug-and-play option. This modularity aspect needs an evaluation for both
the mechanical and electrical installation. The main focus of this paper, however, is on its electrical aspect.
Modularity in its ultimate form would mean that the mechanical and electrical installation of the building
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can be carried out simultaneously by the same person. This person is preferably a construction worker
with a minimal amount of extra training such that no skilled electrician is required to wire up the electrical
installation after the façade itself has been placed. Relating to the previous aspects of flexibility, modularity
does not mean that every BIPV module will be the same. The mechanical dimensions of a curtain wall
BIPV module will be the same over a certain area of the building, e.g., one floor level, for the easiness of
constructing the façade. Part of the BIPV module will be glass; the other part will be PV. The ratio glass/PV
is, however, a parameter that can differ over different panels. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2
where BIPV modules are shown with 50% and 100% PV penetration. Furthermore, the glazing could also
be changed to transparent PV modules which further increases the variety of electrical parameters in
the system.

Glazing

PV

Glazing

PV

Floor level n

Floor level n-1

Curtain wall BIPV module with 50% glass - 50% PV
Curtain wall BIPV module with 0% glass - 100% PV

Figure 2. The zoom on a small part of a typical apartment or office building façade where
building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) curtain wall modules can be used. To illustrate the modularity
principle, the size of the curtain wall element remains the same but the ratio glass/photovoltaics (PV) can
be changed.

Cabling is another factor that strongly influences the modularity of the system. Ideally, a preinstalled
AC or DC bus structure would run inside the BIPV modules. By doing so, the BIPV modules can be
directly interconnected at the moment of their installation. At the corners of the building, the cables of the
BIPV modules of the same floor level can then be connected to the main AC or DC backbone.

2.5. Engineering Effort

The engineering effort and associated costs for the electrical installation should be minimized, leading
to a lower overall system cost and a low threshold for architects to employ BIPV in their designs.

In BAPV, the engineering effort is already very low due to the standardization in panel sizes (standard
60 or 72 cells), the smaller system size, and the fact that cabling can be easily routed behind the panels.

A high degree of standardization and modularity in BIPV systems will reduce the engineering effort
required to design the electrical system. Reference [43] already indicated that preinstalled MLCs in the
BIPV modules are a promising solution to decrease costs. By doing so, all modules can be placed in parallel
to a common bus structure. The different rated powers become a nonissue when a MLC is used, and the
cabling from one module to the next can be preinstalled.

2.6. Reliability and Availability

As discussed in the previous points on the modularity and flexibility of the system, a fully integrated
BIPV module with an integrated MLC is desired. The location of the MLC will be at the back of the PV
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panel or inside the metallic framework of the BIPV module. The major drawback of this choice is that
the converter is difficult to reach after installation, making repairs or replacements undesirable or even
impossible. The MLC lifetime should, thus, be comparable to the lifetime of the PV panel or even to
the lifetime of the façade. The reliability of the converter becomes an important criterion to judge upon
to enable this lifetime. A considerable amount of research is conducted to characterize the stresses of
micro-inverters, considering mission profiles and degradation [59–61]. Commercial micro-inverter and
power optimizers manufacturers use reliability as one of the key arguments to promote their products
above competitors in the field and above the use of traditional string inverters. From Reference [62],
the MTTF of string inverters is in the range of 20 years whereas micro-inverters report a MTTF of 300(+)
years [63,64], certified by independent reliability test centers. Series power optimizers even report MTTF
of 1000+ years, motivating that this is a consequence of the low amount of internal components, compared
to string inverters [65].

No specific numbers have been found on parallel power optimizers. A higher reliability is, however,
expected compared to micro-inverters as they only perform a DC/DC conversion, requiring less
components and conversion steps. The converter reliability will, however, be lower compared to a series
power optimizer, as a consequence of the higher voltage step-up, leading to more components and/or
more complex circuit topologies [66,67]. For further calculations, the MTTF of parallel power optimizers is
assumed to be 500 years.

From the above numbers, the converter reliability is plotted in Figure 3a for a time span of 40 years,
corresponding to the desired lifetime of a BIPV façade. The string inverter performs the worst, leading to
required replacements up to five times during the lifetime of a PV installation [59,68]. The replacements
are not modeled in this study. The performance of micro-inverters and power optimizers is better, leading
to an estimated reliability operational at 40 years of 87% for the micro-inverter, 96% for the series power
optimizer (PO), and 92% for the parallel PO. These high numbers for distributed MPPT architectures have
provoked skepticism within the PV industry and are criticized, as no or little field data is available to
support these claims [62]. The numbers are mainly used to show specific trends, their numerical exactness
is of secondary importance. Furthermore, the numbers that are reported in literature always referring to
older converter designs that were installed several years ago. They can be used to derive a correct order of
magnitude, but they do not take new designs with possible different failure mechanisms into account.

(a) Converter reliability (b) System reliability

Figure 3. The predicted reliability of the different electrical architectures based on manufacturer reliability
data. Note that repair is not modeled since the integrated converter is not servicable when installed in
the module frame. The string inverter shows the lowest reliability but is installed on a servicable location
which allows repair.
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Even when special care is taken to have a reliable converter design, failures are inevitable. Hence,
it is important that these failures only affect the converter and not the system as a whole. When a string
inverter fails, the entire PV array becomes unavailable until the unit is repaired or replaced. As indicated
in Reference [62], the independent and distributed architecture of MLC only affects one specific BIPV
module. This leads to a reduced total power generation, but the system as a whole remains available.
This is the case for micro-inverters and parallel power optimizers, if it is assumed that they are designed
to fail safe. For series power optimizers, the malfunctioning of one device can lead to the malfunctioning
of the entire string [69]. The string length of the leading commercial manufacturers is at least six and can
go up to 25 (for a single phase grid connection). Taking these factors into account, the system reliability for
the different cases is plotted in Figure 3b, showing that the parallel power optimizer approach leads to the
highest system reliability. The reliability of the series power optimizer system has decreased due to the
dependence on the correct functioning of the other optimizers within the string. Note that the MLC are
assumed to be placed inside the metallic casing such that replacement is undesirable or even impossible.
Specific failure modes of MLC and their consequences are investigated further on in this paper.

Furthermore, as reported by Reference [68], one of the main causes of PV inverter failure is related
to inadequate protection from grid events, mainly surge voltages. To enhance the system’s reliability,
this factor needs to be taken into account.

2.7. Monitoring and Communication

To analyze and assess the performance of the system, it is recommended to collect data regarding
the generated PV power. When this data is analyzed over a certain period of time, it can help to schedule
maintenance for the installation (cleaning, testing, and a comparative analysis). Furthermore, peer-to-peer
communication can be beneficial to detect fault scenarios, as will be discussed in detail in Section 4.

2.8. Technical Room Space and Cable Management—Case Study EnergyVille

The required technical room space (including technical shafts) for the BIPV installation needs to be
minimal. This requirement is mainly valid for installations in densely populated areas where the price per
square meter is elevated. Integrating the electronics and the cables is beneficial for this criterion. As already
discussed under Section 2.4, using an AC or DC bus that runs along the modules can greatly simplify the
cable management of the system.

To evaluate the technical room space, a case study has been carried out. Figure 4 shows the EnergyVille
research institute building, located in Genk, Belgium. This building has a BAPV capacity of 369.15 kWp
installed on the roof of the building, occupying a surface of 3326.17 m2. The PV strings are connected to
the grid via 23 string inverters of 8.5 and 20 kVA, requiring an inverter room of, approximately, 100 m3.

The southern façade of this building has a strong potential for a façade BIPV installation due to its
southern orientation and the absence of nearby obstacles. The available surface allows a peak power
installation capacity of 97.8 kWp. Considering that each panel covers a surface of 1.63 m2 and the available
surface is around 531 m2 (already disconsidering the occupied area by the windows) and taking into
account that the partial shading deteriorates the energy generation by 10–13% [53], the estimated peak
power of the southern façade is around 85 kWp. If a BIPV structure is installed and connected via local
micro-converters, the installation leads to an increase of about 25% of the installed renewable generation
while it does not require additional room space.
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Figure 4. The EnergyVille building located in Genk, Belgium with 369.15 kW of peak PV installed on
the roof.

3. Evaluation of the Electrical Installations for BIPV

The objective of this section is to give an overview of the possible installation methods to electrically
interconnect BIPV modules. A discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of each system will be
provided. The following criteria are considered: monitoring, modularity, engineering effort, immunity
against AC disturbances, immunity against partial shading, and reliability. The interconnection of BIPV
modules to the AC grid or DC backbone, shown in Figure 1, leads to several options that will be explored.
Figure 1a,b show the interconnection of BIPV modules directly to the AC grid, while Figure 1c,d represents
the possible configurations to interconnect the BIPV modules to a DC microgrid.

Regarding the connection from the PV voltage level to the AC grid (single or three-phase) string
inverters are often used [70–72]. The BIPV modules are connected in series, and the string is connected to
one inverter. Micro-inverters, where each PV panel has its own low power inverter, are another possibility
to connect the panels directly to the AC grid [73–75].

To guarantee immunity against AC disturbances, the BIPV modules can be connected via DC
power optimizers to an LVDC grid (bipolar or unipolar), as shown in Figure 1. In this type of grid
connection, two options are highlighted: a series operation of power optimizers and a parallel operation of
power optimizers.

The systems abovementioned have strengths and weaknesses that will be presented considering the
predefined criteria in this paper for a BIPV electrical installation. Table 1 presents this overview.

3.1. String Inverters

In the string inverter configuration, the DC input voltage of the inverter is the series connection
of the BIPV modules. This solution can lead to a lower energy yield during partial shading conditions,
thereby degrading the overall system performance. The use of string inverters for BIPV installations is
widely reported in the literature [58,76–86].

The analysis of Table 1 shows that string inverters have an inferior performance for all criteria that
were established for BIPV installations. The system is not modular since stringing needs to be done,
requiring a high engineering effort to optimally design the number and length of the PV strings for
a given installation. Especially when different sizes and types of PV are used, stringing becomes extremely
challenging. System reliability is the lowest of all four options, but this number might be misleading
since no repair was modelled. This was done because MLCs are placed in locations that are difficult or
impossible to reach after installation. However, the string inverter is placed inside the protected volume
and can, thus, be repaired when a fault occurs.
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3.2. Micro-Inverters

For the case of micro-inverters, the system improves over several aspects. The problem of partial
shading is now solved due to the distributed MPPT. Micro-inverters allow the fitting inside the frame of
the BIPV module, thus becoming a real MLC. This combination is commonly referred to as an AC module.
Micro-inverters are still coupled to the AC grid, making them vulnerable to AC grid disturbances. This is
a major drawback given that the MLC is not difficult to reach after installation. An overvoltage on the
AC grid could, thus, lead to a shutdown of the entire BIPV installation without the possibility to repair.
From a reliability point of view, the major drawback of micro-inverters is probably the large electrolytic
capacitors that are required to buffer the power output ripple at twice the switching frequency [44].

In literature, only one example is found that reports the use of micro-inverters. This is the case for the
Copenhagen International School in Denmark [87].

3.3. Power Optimizers

Compared to inverters, power optimizers (POs) benefit from an immunity against AC grid
disturbances. They are similar to micro-inverters regarding the distributed MPPT approach but they
do a DC/DC and not an AC/DC conversion. Because of this, their internal power electronics circuit
topology can be simpler. This is especially true for series power optimizers (SPOs) of which the outputs
are connected in series to obtain a high voltage at the end of the string. Their output voltage is currently
controlled via an extra current source converter, which can be placed inside the building. The largest
benefit of this approach is that their circuit topology can be a standard buck-boost converter with a low
amount of required components and low voltage stresses on the components due to their lower output
voltage [88–90]. Both factors favour the converter reliability and compactness of SPOs. As indicated in
Table 1, SPOs have the same score as string inverters from a modularity and engineering effort point
of view. This is because the installation is not necessarily plug-and-play. For small installations this
might be relatively straightforward, assuming that, for example, one string per floor level is required
and all BIPV modules can be simply put in series. For larger buildings with longer strings, this is not
necessarily the case as the amount of SPOs per string is limited by the technology and correct cabling
becomes challenging again. Furthermore, one malfunctioning converter can lead to the improper operation
of the entire string, as discussed in Section 2.6. In the literature, several detection strategies are proposed
to detect and overcome this issue [91,92].

Parallel POs (PPOs) show the best overall performance for use in BIPV electrical installations. As with
SPOs, PPOs employ a DC/DC conversion, but all the outputs are placed in parallel to a common DC bus
as shown in Figure 1d. The DC bus is controlled by a central voltage source converter which could be the
same inverter that controls the LVDC micro grid.

PPOs combine the advantages of a distributed MPPT, a lower amount of internal components
compared to inverters, a high degree of flexibility and modularity, no impact of AC grid disturbances,
and the highest overall system reliability due to the independence of other converters.

To the author’s best knowledge, no papers have been published where the SPO approach is used for
BIPV applications. The use of PPOs for BIPV has first been reported by Reference [43], where a 200-V DC
bus was used. The same approach was adopted by References [93–95], but a 380-V DC bus was employed.
The reliability aspects concerning the embedment of this converter in the frame of a BIPV curtain wall
element were treated in Reference [96].
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Table 1. The qualitative and quantitative analysis of possible BIPV electrical installation architectures.
The grey boxes indicate the preferred option.

Criteria

System
Network

Monitoring Modularity
Engineering

Effort

Immunity
against AC

Disturbances
Flexibility

Immunity
against
Partial

Shading

Predicted
System

Reliability
after 40 Years

SI
no low high no low no 13.5%

MI
yes high low no high yes 87.5%

SPO
yes low high yes high yes 78.9%

PPO
yes high low yes high yes 92.3%

SI: String Inverter; MI: micro-inverter; SPO: Series Power Optimizer; PPO: Parallel Power Optimizer.

3.4. LVDC Grid

A low-voltage DC architecture is adopted because of three main arguments. Primarily, an LVDC grid
has a higher compatibility with the DC devices in the system. PV systems, energy storage systems, electric
vehicles, LED lighting, IT equipment, and drives operate natively on DC or require DC along the power
conversion chain [97–101]. Consequently, an LVDC grid can simplify the conversion steps, which is not
only limited to DC-DC power optimizers. That results in an increased efficiency, a reduced component
part count, and an enhanced component-level reliability. Secondly, an LVDC grid can transmit more power
provided the same copper conductor cross section, thereby lowering costs [99,101]. Thirdly, because power
converters are predominantly present in LVDC grids, power flows are actively controllable as compared to
passive rectifiers used in AC systems.

Compared to the previous arguments that hold for LVDC grids in general, what are the specific
advantages of an LVDC grid in a BIPV context? At first, the fewer conversion steps lead to a lower
component count, which leads to an inherent higher reliability and an increased power density. This is
beneficial for a frame-integration of the modules. Secondly, since both the input and output power are
DC quantities, no energy buffering is required to filter out the power pulsation occurring at twice the
grid frequency. The required buffer capacitance is given by Equation (1). To increase the power density
and decrease costs, this is usually an electrolytic capacitor. The long-term reliability of this component
is often questioned and is, therefore, a distinct advantage if electrolytic capacitors can be left out of
the design [44,102].

CDC =
PMPP

2 · ωgrid · UDC · uripple
(1)

The voltage level can be seen as a degree of freedom which allows for a balance of the converter and
cabling costs in the system. A higher voltage level leads to smaller cable cross sections and, thus, to cheaper
cabling. However, a lower voltage level can reduce the required gain of the converter and allows
the employment of components with a lower voltage rating, which might lead to cost reductions for
the converter. To date, there are no internationally recognized standards or agreements on the exact
voltage level of future LVDC grids. In telecom applications, a unipolar 48 V grid has been used for
decades. In datacenters, a transition is going on from AC to bipolar DC with a voltage level of 380 V
(+190 V/0/−190 V) [103]. Rodriguez et al. proposed the use of a bipolar 1500 V (+750 V/0/−750 V) grid
for LVDC distribution that can be further divided in a bipolar 750 V (+375 V/0/−375 V) for high power
loads and a unipolar 48 V bus for low power loads [104].
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4. Converter Requirements

The discussion in Section 2.8 has led to the insight that a parallel power optimizer (PPO) approach
is the most appropriate method to tackle the requirements that were set forward in Section 2. However,
the previous analysis has shown that up to this date, the majority of BIPV installations still employ the
more traditional string inverters to interconnect the BIPV modules. This section focuses on the specific
requirements of a PPO for use in BIPV modules as an MLC. Every MLC is connected in parallel to the
LVDC grid (the common DC bus) as shown in Figure 1d.

4.1. Compactness

The structural strength of BIPV modules is achieved via extruded aluminium profiles, and the MLC
is preferably installed inside these cavities. In BAPV modules, the MLC is installed at the back of the PV
panel, but in the case of BIPV, this space is occupied by thermal insulation material.

In general, a flat and long design is preferred to fit inside the framework. Currently commercially
available MLC converters do not have this form factor, making it impossible to fit in this cavity.
The implementation of wide-bandgap components such as Silicon Carbide (Sic) or Gallium Nitride
(GaN) in the converter topology can help to achieve the required power density goals by an increased
switching frequency, leading to smaller passive devices. The avoidance of transformers or inductors
can lead to further size reductions, usually accomplished via switched capacitor circuits [105]. However,
switched capacitor circuits can suffer from a lower reliability given that capacitors are one of the dominant
components that lead to device failures [59]. Especially when MultiLayer Ceramic Capacitors (MLCCs)
are used, a careful design is important due to their dominant short-circuit failure mode [102].

4.2. Wide Power and Input Voltage Range

In order to meet the scalability and flexibility requirements, it is preferable that the converter is
compatible with a wide variety of PV panel types (mono-, polycristalline, and thin film) and sizes.
The type of panel will already dictate part of its electrical characterisitics, but this is also influenced by
the active surface, leading to a higher or lower amount of active cells. Apart from the standard 60 or
72 cell panel size, strongly deviating designs can occur, depending on the architect’s needs. Currently,
commercial and research projects still focus on standard 60 or 72 cell PV modules, leading to designs
that work for 20–50 V input voltage. This voltage range needs to be widened on both ends for future
converter designs. The low input voltages might, however, lead to lower efficiencies due to the higher
step-up [66,67]. Therefore, BIPV modules with a higher output voltage are more attractive from a power
electronics point of view. This allows for simpler and smaller topologies to be used.

Furthermore, to optimize the energy-yield of the installation, the converters need to cover a wide
input power range, preferably from 10–100% of the nominal peak power. The challenge is to maintain
a decent efficiency over the entire operating range as typically the efficiency curve strongly decreases on
the low-power operating range. Interleaved converters can help to achieve this goal by controlling the
amount of phases based on the input power, thereby allowing a flatter efficiency curve [106].

4.3. Temperature Range and Cooling

Experimental results from previous studies indicate that the temperature in and around façade
BIPV panels can strongly exceed 100 °C, depending on the installation and type of grid ventilation [53].
Measurements inside the framework where the converter will be placed indicate temperatures around
80 °C, leading to high thermal stresses for the converter components. As temperature and temperature
cycling are one of the major stressors for power electronic components [59], cooling or heat-spreading
will be required to keep the component temperature low enough to meet the reliability requirements.
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However, the physical dimensions of the heat sink need to be limited such that the size does not conflict
with the compactness requirements. An alternative gaining importance in space-constrained applications
is evaporative cooling using ultrathin heat pipes [107]. Active cooling using forced air flow is not preferred
as the lifetime of fans is limited due to wear-out of the bearings [62], whereas active liquid cooling is
considered to be expensive and difficult to implement in the system. BIPVT systems, where the generated
heat of the PV panel is partly recovered in the building via forced convection, seems to gain lots of research
interest [12]. No studies have been carried out that check whether this is also an effective approach to cool
integrated electronics such as the MLC.

4.4. Lifetime

As already discussed in Section 2.6, the lifetime of the converter should be comparable to the lifetime
of the PV panel, which is currently in the order of 25 years with a warranted power output of 80% or more.
This is, however, still not equal to the current lifetime of a façade in the order of 30 to 50 years and which
is also the design target for BIPV façades.

Micro-inverter and power optimizer producers provide warranties up to 25 years for their
products [64,69]. These warranties are valid for converters that are attached to the back of a BAPV
module and not in the framework of a BIPV module, which is a more challenging environment.

In Reference [108], an experimental study with accelerated lifetime tests was conducted to determine
the reliability issues of module-level power electronics converters. Their conclusion states that a significant
number of devices failed due to the applied stress and that this is most likely a consequence of design
issues rather than manufacturing issues. Keeping this information in mind, combined with more severe
temperature stresses that are expected in BIPV compared to BAPV, a design-for-reliability approach for
BIPV MLCs is required.

4.5. Fail-Safe Functionalities

Fault-tolerant or fail-safe requirements relate to the correct functioning of the electrical system, after
the occurrence of faults. When one MLC fails, it is important that this converter gets isolated from the
system such that the BIPV feeder can remain operational with the remaining converters. This aids in
achieving the availability target and is beneficial for the Return On Investment (ROI) of the installation [44].
Failures of PV arrays, their origin, consequences, and mitigation techniques are provided in Reference [109],
but the failure of a single PV module connected via a power optimizer to an LVDC grid has not been
covered. As the fault and leakage currents are much lower when the fault occurs on the PV side,
this situation is different from a failure in a PV array. Novel fault detection methods as proposed in
Reference [110] are recommended here.

In general, two types of faults can be distinguished: earth faults and short-circuit faults. This is shown
in Figure 5. The influence on the availability of the system will be discussed for the case of earth faults,
as they are related to the LVDC grid configuration and the presence of a high frequency transformer.
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Figure 5. An overview of the possible faults in a fault tree structure. A distinction is made between
short-circuit and earth faults and the input (PV) versus the output (DC grid) side of the converter.

4.5.1. Earth Fault Selectivity

Assume an earth fault occurs at the output terminal of the MLC. The required response will
depend on the LVDC grid configuration. In an IT grid, it is possible to organize the protection centrally,
for example, as an extra feature of the central AC/DC converter. If all the protection equipment and logic
is contained within this central box, communication is necessary between the central converter and the
MLCs. When an earth fault is detected, the central converter can force a sequential shutdown of the MLCs
in order to localize and isolate the faulty converter. This specific strategy is only possible in the case of
an IT grid configuration, as it allows a certain time to react and search the earth fault. It comes, however,
at the cost of a more complex protection scheme, based on communication between the MLCs and a central
controller. The MLC needs to be equipped with a relay such that it can entirely disconnect from the LVDC
grid when required. The central inverter needs to be equipped with an isolation monitoring device (IMD).
Due to the extra costs and increased control complexity, this protection scheme is not recommended.
The situation is, however, different for a TN-S grid configuration. When an earth fault occurs, the situation
is similar to a short-circuit fault. The earth fault protection can, thus, be identical to the local short circuit
protection measures. This can be, for example, a fuse. The fault current will be determined by the amount
of PV generation of the other converters, the total capacitance of the LVDC grid, and the fault impedance.

4.5.2. Galvanic Isolation: Yes or No?

A transformer is often regarded as a component that reduces the overall efficiency and strongly
increases the cost and volume of a DC/DC converter. It has, however, been successfully implemented
in several designs [43,111,112] to realize the high step-up from the PV voltage level to the LVDC voltage
level. In this work, an extra advantage of galvanic isolation will be analyzed.

As can be seen from the fault tree in Figure 5, the presence of a transformer affects only the situation
where an earth fault occurs on the PV side. The three possible situations for this fault (assuming PV+ to
PE) are analyzed in Table 2. A similar analysis is possible for a PV− to PE fault, but it is omitted here as
the outcome is the same. This table provides evidence that a (high frequency) transformer in between
the PV terminals and the LVDC grid improves the fault-tolerance and, thus, the reliability of the system
by creating a very local IT grid. As in an IT system, a first fault has no direct consequence but merely
places the potentials on the same level. If the converter has a local isolation monitoring device installed,
it can sense this fault and shut down, but this is not a strict requirement. A second fault will instantly
lead to a short-circuit at the PV terminals, which is measurable and requires a converter shut down and
disconnection from the LVDC grid.
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5. Conclusions

BIPV modules are installed during, not after, the construction phase and have a profound impact
on the electrical installation and construction planning of a building. In this paper, system criteria were
established for the electrical installations of building-integrated photovoltaics. These criteria serve as
key performance indicators. Apart from energy-yield, factors such as engineering effort, availability,
and modularity must also be considered when designing the installation as they impact project installation
costs. Currently available electrical installation architectures, such as string inverters, micro-inverters,
and series and parallel power optimizers, were compared according to the aforementioned criteria,
favoring parallel module-level converters connected to a low-voltage DC grid for BIPV applications. LVDC
grids allow a further reduction of the costs and an increase in the power density and lifetime compared to
traditional AC grids. This is mainly because of the lower amount of conversion stages, leading to a lower
amount of components. Although, the use of string inverters is mostly reported for BIPV. The requirements
for BIPV module-level converters mainly differ from regular PV converters in terms of compactness,
input range, and operating temperature range. Several methods were discussed that allow an improvement
of these aspects for future BIPV converter designs. Furthermore, BIPV module-level converters must
incorporate fault-tolerance techniques to meet the building element’s lifetime requirements. Due to the
difficulties in replacing the converter when it is embedded inside the framework of the BIPV module, it is of
utmost importance that the converter is designed to fail safe such that a converter failure does not result in
a system failure. Fault conditions in BIPV module-level converters were considered for different grounding
configurations. Compared to the current trend of going to non-isolated PV converters, we recommend
the use of transformer-isolated topologies which increase the fault tolerance of the installation as a whole.
The preferred grounding configuration is TN-S, as it allows for simple fault discrimination based on the
current intensity.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AC Alternating Current
BAPV Building-Applied Photovoltaics
BIPV Building-Integrated Photovoltaics
BIPVT Building-Integrated Photovoltaics Thermal
DC Direct Current
EPBD Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
GaN Gallium Nitirde
IMD Insulation Monitoring Device
IT High-resistance grounded (from French: Isolé—Terre)
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LVDC Low-Voltage Direct Current
MI Micro-inverter
MLC Module Level Converter
MLCC Multilayer Ceramic Capacitor
MPP Maximum Power Point
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MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracker
NZEB Near Zero Energy Buildings
PPO Parallel Power Optimizer
PV Photovoltaics
SET Strategic Energy Technology
SI String Inverter
SiC Silicon Carbide
SPO Series Power Optimizer
TN-S Low-resistance grounded (from French: Terre-Neutre Séparé)
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Abstract: A massive integration of renewable energy sources is imperative to comply with the
greenhouse emissions reduction targets fixed to achieve the limitation of global warming. Nevertheless,
the present integration levels are still far from the targets. The main reason being the technical barriers
arising from their non-manageable features. Photovoltaic and wind sources are the widest spread,
as their maturity allows generation with a high-efficiency degree. A deep understanding of facilities’
performance and how they can match the energy demand is mandatory to reduce costs and extend
the technical limits and facilitate their penetration. In this paper, we present a novel methodology to
evaluate how photovoltaic–wind hybrid facilities, placed in an urban environment can give generation
patterns which will be able to match the demand profiles better than facilities installed individually.
This methodology has been applied to a broad number of locations spread over the whole planet. The
results show that with high homogeneity in terms of site weather characteristics, the hybrid facilities
improve the matching up to 15% over photovoltaic plants and up to 35% over wind.
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1. Introduction

On 12 December 2015, the 195 countries participating in 21st Conference of the Parties (Paris
Climate Change Conference) [1], organised by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) [2], signed the Paris Agreement [3]. This agreement aims to achieve, as soon as
possible, a reduction on the carbon emissions to hold the increase in the global average temperature to
well below 2 ◦C above pre-industrial levels. The generation and use of energy are the main contributors
to climate change, with 60% of the total greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions. The reduction in energy
sector emissions is mandatory to achieve the global warming objectives. Hence, the Paris Agreement
determines by 2030 there will be a substantial increase in the use of renewable energy sources (RES) in
the world energy mix.

This important agreement is one more step given in the fight against climate change, which has
been developed by the international community in the last decades. For this purpose, governments
and international organisations and institutions have designed scenarios, strategies and commitments
focused on the mitigation and reduction of the present emission levels. In all of them, high RES
penetration shares are mandatory, and, with this aim, ambitious plans have been determined.

Along these lines, the United States of America developed the SunShot Initiative [4], focused on
the solar photovoltaic renewable source (PV), favouring its integration by means of being competitive
with the traditional generation forms before 2020, and the Wind Program [5], designed to speed up the
development and integration of wind energy. Likewise, the member countries of the European Union
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established the Roadmap 2050 [6] to set up the paths to achieve the European commitment to reach in
2050 GHG emissions below 80% of 1990 levels.

Nowadays, the RES technologies with higher integration level are wind and photovoltaic. Figure 1
shows the time evolution of wind and PV installed power worldwide. At the end of 2017, the installed
power capacity was 384 GW in PV facilities and 494 GW in wind farms.

Figure 1. Wind and photovoltaic (PV) installed power worldwide. Source: [7,8].

Wind and PV electricity generation technologies presently offer technical and economic maturity
levels. They allow high-efficiency generation almost everywhere at such a low cost compared with the
traditional generation based on conventional thermal methods [9–15]. Moreover, among the renewable
energy sources, wind and PV electricity generation technologies present high degrees of sustainability
under multi-criteria analysis [16–18].

The International Energy Agency (IEA) remarks in its Energy Technology Perspectives 2017
(ETP2017) [19] that, the implementation of PV and onshore wind technologies are on-track to achieve
their integration targets. Nevertheless, penetration shares for these technologies are still far from
the targets fixed to contribute to the mitigation of GHG emissions. According to the IEA hi-Ren
scenario (the high-renewables scenario—hi-Ren scenario—sees energy systems radically transformed
to achieve the goal of limiting the global mean temperature increase to 2 ◦C target with a large share of
renewables, which requires fast and strong deployment of photovoltaic and wind power and solar
thermal electricity), the installed worldwide power capacity should reach 4674 GW by 2050 for PV and
2700 GW for onshore wind in the same period [20,21]. Innovative technical solutions and regulatory
measurements are required to boost a massive RES integration to close the huge gap between the
present status and the fixed targets in the next coming years.

The achievement of RES penetration targets is only feasible with actions addressed to facilitate
their use in three fields with massive energy consumption: transport, buildings and industry. Among
them, building integration shows the biggest potential to increase the share of RES in the energetic
mix [22,23].

The widest field for RES building integration is found in the urban environment. Considerable
research has been carried out to determine the PV [24–32] and wind potential [33–36] in urban areas
and buildings.

PV presents a characteristic that favours its massive penetration in the urban environment: the
dispersion degree. Solar radiation is received everywhere with such intensity levels that make possible
the production of electricity. In addition, PV building integration offers environmental advantages
as against its implementation on rural lands as the former gives a new value to the building roofs
and facades.
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In regard of wind energy, the installation of wind turbines in urban areas is not widely spread yet,
but there are technical solutions to efficiently take advantage of the urban wind stream with its special
characteristics of turbulence and direction variability [33,37–41].

In relation to PV–wind hybrid plants (PV+W hybrid hereinafter), extensive research has been
developed to quantify the synergies between solar and wind sources. A non-exhaustive list of references
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Literature review reference list.

Topic Reference

Smoothing resource and the correlation between the wind and solar PV resource [42]

Variability and determination of regional or local wind solar complementarity or synergy [43–47]

Determination of flexibility requirements of large-scale wind and PV penetration [48]

Impact of wind solar complementarities on storage sizing and use [49]

Effect of solar and wind resources complementarity in micro-hybrid system reliability [50]

Cities are big electricity consumers. Therefore, RES integration in urban areas would also offer
an important technical advantage because the generation would be placed near to the consumption
point. This solution would improve the whole electric system efficiency by reducing the transport
and distribution of electricity losses. Moreover, it is a clear example of distributed generation with
advantages associated with the control and management of the electric network [51–53].

But the integration of a massive share of variable RES (VRES) in the electric power grid implies
technical challenges and extra-costs. The electricity generated in PV and wind facilities have
a non-manageable character; which means that it is not possible to control the supply instantaneously
(except to reduce it) to match the demand. A high VRES penetration requires the application of measures
focused on planning, operation and flexibility of the whole system to respond to the uncertainty
and variability in the supply–demand balance in short timescales [54–56]. These measures present
estimable costs for the system that could reach 25–35 €/MWh in high penetration scenarios [57,58].

Extensive research has been recently carried out showing that, with the use of adequate
coordination control algorithms, large-scale systems made up of multiple individual subsystems
can together contribute efficiently in the achievement of global quantities of interest, even in the case
that some of the sub-systems became adversarial or non-cooperative due to bad functioning [59]. This
resilient performance is fully applicable to a massive integration of VRES based on the implementation
of individual small facilities.

Due to the aforementioned, a deep knowledge of the performance of the facilities and their
generation patterns becomes relevant. It is essential to understand how they could match the electricity
demand, with the aim to offer better control and management of the electricity fed into the grid and,
consequently, collaborate to reduce the technical barriers and to decrease the integration cost.

With this target as the main objective of our work, we have carried out a study under the novel
perspective to evaluate the supply–demand balance adaptation of PV+W hybrid plants integrated into
an urban environment. To have results applicable on a global scale, we have considered hundreds
of locations spread all over the world and multiple load profiles for the characterisation of demand.
This article first analyses if PV+W hybrid facilities present generation patterns that adapt better to
the demand profiles than if the facilities were installed individually, and second, determines a novel
methodology to quantify the adaptation degree.

The novelty of our work is fundamentally based on three main grounds:

• The evaluation of supply–demand balance adaptation of PV+W hybrid plants
• The hybrid plants are integrated into an urban environment
• The results are applicable on a global scale as we have considered real weather data from hundreds

of locations spread all over the world and multiple profiles for the characterisation of the demand.
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The main technical challenge arises from our requirement to obtain results applicable on a global
scale. With that aim, we have considered only real weather data from hundreds of meteorological
stations and multiple electricity load profiles for the characterisation of the demand in different seasons
and days. These requirements have obliged the authors to carry out extensive work to obtain and
validate the input data and get it homogeneous.

Below in Section 2, we introduce the methodology developed to evaluate and quantify the level of
adaptation of generation patterns to demand profiles. In Section 3, we present the results of applying
this methodology to a wide number of locations worldwide and carry out a sensitivity analysis of the
results. Finally, in Section 4, the conclusions of our study are discussed.

2. Methodology

Our work aims to analyse if the generation patterns of PV+W hybrid facilities match better with
the demand profiles than if the facilities were considered separately. We will not determine what
would be the absolute coverage of electricity that the facilities could provide to the whole electric
demand. This approach is like evaluating to what extent the generation and demand curves have the
same “shape”.

We propose the evaluation of the adaptation level by the determination of the matching factor
(ε). It will be calculated as the average quadratic error between the electric generation patterns and
the demand profiles, previously normalised and particularised for every single location under study,
as will be detailed below. In this way, ε would be zero when the adjustment is perfect; it means, when
the generation and demand curves have the same shape, and ε would rise to one when the difference
becomes higher. The proposed methodology to calculate ε is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Methodology for obtaining the matching factor (ε) at a single location.

The calculation starts with the collection of hourly climate data representative of an average year
in every single location included in the analysis. The data collected have been pressure p, temperature
T, wind speed v and irradiation G. To generalise the results, it is essential to count on climatologic data
for multiple locations spread around the Earth. With this data, together with the dimensioning and
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characterisation of a PV+W hybrid facility, we obtain yearly patterns of the foreseen generation for
every type of facility Epv

x , Ep
x y Epv+w

x .
Second, electricity demand profiles are required. To select the appropriate load profiles to be

utilised in the calculation of the matching factor, it is required to quantify to what extent the hybrid
facilities’ generation would contribute to the country-level aggregated load. With this aim, first we
have done a rough estimation of the amount of electricity that could be generated by hybrid facilities
placed in an urban environment (buildings) in a scenario of high penetration, and, second, we have
calculated the aggregated demand coverage on hourly basis. The hourly aggregated demand coverage
was calculated by using Equation (1):

Hourly aggregated demand coverage =
NB × AB ×CF ×AHIC

RHAD
(1)

where:

• NB is the number of buildings in the relevant country or region
• AB is the share of available buildings in the relevant country or region, defined as those buildings

where the installation of a PV+W hybrid facility would be feasible.
• CF is the capacity factor of the PV+W hybrid facility, defined for one specific period as the

electricity generated by the hybrid facility in one hour divided into its installed capacity.
• AHIC is an average PV+W hybrid installed capacity.
• RHAD is the hourly aggregated demand representative for the country or area under analysis.

To have an estimate in different scenarios, the calculation of the hourly aggregated demand
coverage was done for two regions (Europe and the United States) and a European country (Spain)
Table 2 shows the specifics of each region or country considered in the calculations.

Table 2. Region and country specifics for hourly aggregated demand coverage calculation.

Variable Spain (SP) Europe EU28 Countries (EU) US

NB
10,000,000

[60,61]
130,000,000

[62]
142,500,000

[63,64]

CF 50%

RHAD (MWh)
30,000

[65]
400,000
[66,67]

430,000
[68]

Table 3 shows the hourly aggregate demand coverage of the hybrid facilities for different values
of (i) AHIC and (ii) AB. To obtain conservative values, it was set up 50% of CF and limits of 15% for
AB and 10 kW for the AHIC. The results show that shares around 10% of hourly aggregated demand
coverage could be reached with moderated values of AB and AHIC. The hourly coverage might reach
levels over 20% in more optimistic scenarios.

Table 3. Hourly aggregated demand coverage.

AHIC (kW)

2 5 7.5 10

Country/Region SP EU US SP EU US SP EU US SP EU US

5.0% 1.7% 1.6% 1.7% 4.2% 4.1% 4.1% 6.3% 6.1% 6.2% 8.3% 8.1% 8.3%

7.5% 2.5% 2.4% 2.5% 6.3% 6.1% 6.2% 9.4% 9.1% 9.3% 12.5% 12.2% 12.4%

10.0% 3.3% 3.3% 3.3% 8.3% 8.1% 8.3% 12.5% 12.2% 12.4% 16.7% 16.3% 16.6%

12.5% 4.2% 4.1% 4.1% 10.4% 10.2% 10.4% 15.6% 15.2% 15.5% 20.8% 20.3% 20.7%

AB (%
share out
of total)

15.0% 5.0% 4.9% 5.0% 12.5% 12.2% 12.4% 18.8% 18.3% 18.6% 25.0% 24.4% 24.9%
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The level of coverage obtained should be considered in the management of ancillary services and
market operations. Based on the above, aggregated load profiles have been selected in the calculation
of the matching factor.

The demand evolution presents a high dependency on the climate, the distribution of the working
days and the consumer´s habits. One of the objectives of this study is to obtain results applicable globally.
Hence, we have utilised multiple profiles to characterise the electricity consumption everywhere.
The methodology here proposed includes the determination of 16 different hourly demand curve
profiles, as shown in Table 4, distinguishing between (i) the Northern or Southern hemisphere, (ii) the
year season and (iii) weekdays and weekends (bank holidays are included in the weekend day category).
Based on the above, the demand profiles used in the calculation for every location will be the eight
corresponding to the hemisphere where the location is placed.

Table 4. Hourly demand profiles.

Hemisphere Day
Season

Spring (S) Summer (U) Autumn (A) Winter (W)

Northern (N)
Weekday (D) LNSD LNUD LNAD LNWD

Weekend (E) LNSE LNUE LNAE LNWE

Southern (S)
Weekday (D) LSSD LSUD LSAD LSWD

Weekend (E) LSSE LSUE LSAE LSWE

As has been discussed before, our methodology is applied to quantify the adaptation degree of
the generation to the aggregate demand (i.e., for a country) and not only to local demand where the
facility is placed (household, garage, shopping centre, etc.). However, the absolute generation level
of every facility, even the aggregation of a high number of them cannot be compared to the global,
regional or national demand. We are, therefore, obliged to include in the methodology a mechanism
to eliminate the scale effect from ε calculation. The way we propose here is to determine normalised
patterns for both generation and demand profiles as follows:

1. Both demand profiles and generation patterns are considered on an hourly basis.
2. The normalisation period for generation and demand is daily.
3. The normalised demand profiles are obtained by dividing each hourly data into the respective

daily maximum.
4. The individual normalised PV and wind daily generation profiles are obtained by dividing each

hourly data into the respective daily maximum.
5. Three normalised generation profiles for the hybrid facility are obtained as per the following

methods:

• Method 1: By adding the individual PV and W (wind) normalised profiles:

epv+w
x = epv

x + ew
x (2)

• Method 2: By dividing every hourly data into the maximum value of both facilities.

epv+w
x =

Epv+w
x

max
(
Epv

x , Ew
x

) (3)

• Method 3: By dividing every hourly data into the daily maximum value of the hybrid facility.

epv+w
x =

Epv+w
x

max
(
Epv+w

x

) (4)
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These three methods to normalise the values of the hourly hybrid generation profiles do not
pretend to have a physical sense by themselves. Our methodology is oriented to find out how the
matching factor ε changes when the PV and wind facilities are considered together in a hybrid plant.
With this aim, what is relevant to quantify this change is to evaluate it by using the results obtained
with the same normalisation method.

Figure 3 shows, as an example, the normalised curves for one day in the period under analysis,
where it can be seen:

• The normalised demand hourly profiles for a weekday lx,y,D and for a weekend day lx,y,E.
• The normalised generation hourly patterns for the PV facility epv

x and the wind one ew
x .

• Three hourly generation patterns of the hybrid facility epv+w
x , each one normalised according to

the corresponding method.

Figure 3. One-day-example of the normalised generation and load profile evolution.

Once the normalised hourly patterns are determined, ε is calculated for every single location by
following the next steps:

1. The relevant eight normalised demand profiles are selected according to the site location in the
Northern or the Southern hemisphere (Table 4).

2. For every annual season, ε is calculated for weekdays (5) and for weekend days (6). The weighted
average value is calculated using (7):

εi
x,y,D =

∑
ni

x,y

[
lx,y,D − ei

x,y

]2

ni
x,y

(5)

εi
x,y,E =

∑
ni

x,y

[
lx,y,E − ei

x,y

]2

ni
x,y

(6)

εi
x,y =

5 εi
x,y,D + 2 εi

x,y,E

7
(7)

where:

• εi
x,y,D and εi

x,y,E are the matching factors in weekdays D and weekend days E, respectively,
for the facility type i, placed at the location x, during the season y.

• ni
x,y is the number of hours in the season y at the location x.
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• lx,y,D and lx,y,E are the normalised demand profiles in weekdays D and weekend days E,
respectively, at the hemisphere where is placed the location x, during the season y.

• ei
x,y is the generation pattern for the facility type i, placed at the location x, during the

season y.
• εi

x,y is the matching factor of the generation facility type i, placed at the location x, during the
season y.

3. Finally, the yearly matching factor for each type of facility and location is obtained by averaging
the factors calculated for every season as per (8):

εi
x = εi

xy =
εi

x.S + ε
i
x,U + εi

x,A + εi
x,W

4
(8)

2.1. Climatic Data

The climate raw data used in this article has been obtained from the Meteonorm database [69].
This commercial software provides, for an average climatic year, among other variables: hourly data of
pressure, temperature, superficial wind speed and solar irradiation incident on an optimally tilted
solar panel.

Meteonorm provides weather data everywhere on the planet by means of the interpolation
of registered variables in specific points. However, we have only used those locations where the
meteorological stations are placed and are logging the climatic variables directly. With this criterion,
844 locations spread over the whole planet were selected.

With the objective to generalise the results of the application of the methodology, the selected
locations have been classified following the Köppen–Geiger climatic regions, which divides the
Earth into regions according to their weather conditions [70,71]. Figure 4 shows the location of the
meteorological stations used in this study and their correspondence with the Köppen–Geiger regions.

 
Figure 4. Location of the meteorological stations in the Köppen–Geiger climate classification areas.
Source: [72] and self-elaboration.
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2.2. Solar PV and Wind Generation Patterns

To estimate the electricity generation, a PV+W hybrid facility prototype has been designed
according to the simplified diagram shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Single line diagram of the photovoltaic+wind hybrid (PV+W hybrid) facility.

The electricity produced by the PV facility placed at the location x is calculated with the following
expression, adapted from [73]:

Epv
x = Gx·APV·PR·η·[1 + α(Tx − 293)] (9)

where:

• Gx is the total solar irradiation incident on an optimally tilted solar panel.
• APV the surface covered by solar panels.
• η is the solar PV panel efficiency.
• PR is the facility performance ratio.
• α is the maximum power temperature coefficient.
• Tx is the ambient temperature (the temperature coefficient should be applied to the difference

between the solar panel temperature and the standard value of 293 K. Nevertheless, as the solar
temperature is not available, the correction has been applied considering the ambient temperature).

Nowadays there are different technologies used in the manufacturing of solar panels; the most
widely used is multi-crystalline silicon cells [74]. For the calculation of the electricity generation, it was
selected a commercial solar panel manufactured with multi-crystalline silicon cells and an efficiency η
of 15.5%. The rest of the solar panel characteristics are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Solar panel characteristics [75].

Characteristic Value

Manufacturer Trina Solar

Model TSM-PC14

Cell type Si Multicrystalline

Maximum Power (STC conditions) 300 W

Efficiency (η) 15.5%

Dimensions (h ×w × d) 1956 × 992 × 40 mm3

Temperature Coefficient of maximum power (α) −0.41%/K
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The PV facilities present current PR values in the 60 to 90% range [76,77], therefore, in this study,
a mean value of 75% was considered for PR.

The area for solar panels was set up in 23.2 m2 because it is a medium size surface suitable to be
placed on every roof, pergola, etc. According to the characteristics of the solar panel selected, this area
means 12 solar panels giving a power capacity of 3.6 kW.

For the wind facility, a vertical-axis wind turbine generator (VAWT) was selected. These types of
wind turbines are more efficient in locations where the wind stream presents both high turbulence
and continuous variations in the direction, such as in the urban environment [33,37,41]. The VAWT
considered in the calculations has a nameplate power of 3.5 kW, similar to the PV installed capacity.
Figure 6 shows the VAWT power curve for standard density (ρstd = 1.225 kg/cm2).

Figure 6. Vertical-axis wind turbine generator (VAWT) power curve for the standard air density ρstd =

1.225 kg/cm2. Source [78].

The electricity produced by the wind facility is calculated according to the following equation
(adapted from [79]):

Ew
x = ρ· Px

ρstd
·t (10)

where:

• P is the output power from the power curve corresponding with the wind speed incident on the el
VAWT (Figure 6).

• ρ is the air density.
• t is the time.

Finally, the electricity produced by the PV+W hybrid facility is:

Epv+w
x = Epv

x + Ew
x (11)

The energy produced was calculated for each type of facility (PV, wind and PV+W hybrid) in all
locations, obtaining the evolution in an average year with climatic conditions characterised for the
variables defined in Chapter 2.1. Figure 7 shows, as an example, the generation curves of the PV, wind
and hybrid facilities in an average month of May at one of the locations considered in this study.
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the generation in May.

One interesting result of this first step of the calculation is the contribution of the electricity sources,
PV and wind, to the total hybrid facility production. Table 6 shows the PV Facility contribution to the
total generation in the group of different climatic regions. Despite the PV and wind capacity being
similar, the contribution of PV is a majority with 84% on average; going from 71% in polar climate
zones to 91% in tropical areas. This predominance of PV is justified because the facility locations were
not chosen with the criterion of having a relevant wind resource.

Table 6. PV contribution to the PV+W hybrid-facility generation. (See Figure 4 for climate zone
codification).

Climate Zone n◦ Stations
Epv

x

Epv+w
x

Climate Zone n◦ Stations
Epv

x

Epv+w
x

Arid 109 0.89 Tropical 66 0.91
BSh 16 0.90 Af 21 0.89
BSk 46 0.86 Am 8 0.93
BWh 27 0.90 As 4 0.87
BWk 20 0.92 Aw 33 0.92

Cold 188 0.83 Temperate 459 0.84
Dfa 29 0.78 Cfa 192 0.87
Dfb 90 0.83 Cfb 162 0.78
Dfc 40 0.81 Cfc 4 0.68
Dfd 4 0.93 Csa 45 0.85
Dsa 1 1.00 Csb 34 0.87
Dsb 3 0.93 Cwa 17 0.91
Dsc 1 0.82 Cwb 5 0.96
Dwa 10 0.88
Dwb 5 0.88 Polar 32 0.71
Dwc 5 0.95 EF 2 0.33

ET 30 0.74
Global 854 0.84842

2.3. Demand Load Profiles

The demand profiles were defined using real data provided from the commercial companies and
distributor and transport system operators detailed in Table 7.
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Table 7. Demand load profiles data source [65,80–84].

Hemisphere Distributor/Operator Country

North

Red Eléctrica de España Spain

PJM USA–Northeast

Midcontinent Independent System Operator USA–West

Northwest PowerPool USA–Northwest

South
National Electricity Coordinator Chile

Australian Energy Market Operation Western Australia

From all the sources, real hourly demand curves for the 365 days of 2015 were obtained. Then,
to determine the sixteen standard demand profiles used in ε calculation (Table 4), the next steps
were followed:

1. The curves from every load profile were normalised dividing each hourly data into its respective
daily maximum.

2. Once normalised, the curves were separated out from the season and from weekday and
weekend days.

3. It was obtained average normalised curves for both hemispheres.

The normalised demand profiles obtained are shown in Figures 8–11.

Figure 8. Standard normalised demand profiles for weekend days in the Northern Hemisphere.
Source: [65,80–82] and self-elaboration.

Figure 9. Standard normalised demand profiles for weekdays in the Northern Hemisphere.
Source: [65,80–82] and self-elaboration.
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Figure 10. Standard normalised demand profiles for weekend days in the Southern Hemisphere.
Source: [83,84] and self-elaboration.

Figure 11. Standard normalised demand profiles for weekdays in the Southern Hemisphere.
Source: [83,84] and self-elaboration.

3. Results

Once the normalised generation patterns and demand profiles have been determined, it is possible
to obtain ε by applying Equations (5)–(8). The calculation was made individually for the 844 locations
defined in Section 2.1 by using a Microsoft VBA macro programme in Excel.

The results, sorted by the Köppen–Geiger climate areas, are shown in Table 8.
The global matching factor obtained for PV facilities εPV is 0.46. As it can be noted, this value is

quite homogeneous in all the climatic regions.
The global matching factor for the wind facilities εW is 0.6, that means 30% worse adaptation

to demand profiles than PV plants. The results present a low dispersion degree with respect to the
climatic areas. The minimum value of 0.56 is obtained for polar climates (−5% out of global value),
while the maximum, 0.63, is found for tropical climates (+7% out of global).

For PV+W hybrid plants, depending on the normalisation method, the results obtained for εPV+W

go from 0.4 if the method 1 is used, to 0.42 if the method 2 is used and 0.43 if the method 3 is used.
Once again, the minimum factor is obtained for sites located in polar climates and the maximum for
tropical areas. The degree of dispersion is also very negligible.

Figure 12 illustrates the comparison of the matching factor for the PV+W hybrid plants εPV+W

versus PV facilities εPV. As it can be noted, in a global context, the adaptation of the hybrid facility
is 15% higher for the method 1, 9% higher for the method 2 and 7.7% for the method 3. The highest
improvement is given for polar climate areas and the lowest for arid and tropical areas.
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Table 8. εpv, εw and εpv+w for every single individual Köeppen–Geiger climatic regions (See Figure 4
for climate zone codification).

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

epv+w=epv+ew epv+w=
Epv+w

max(Epv,Ew)
epv+w=

Epv+w

max(Epv+w)
Climate
Zone

n◦
Stations

εpv εw

εpv+w εpv+w

εpv
εpv+w

εw εpv+w εpv+w

εpv
εpv+w

εw εpv+w εpv+w

εpv
εpv+w

εw

Arid 109 0.46 0.60 0.40 −12% −33% 0.43 −6% −28% 0.43 −5% −27%

BSh 16 0.46 0.59 0.40 −12% −32% 0.43 −6% −27% 0.43 −5% −26%

BSk 46 0.46 0.59 0.39 −14% −33% 0.42 −8% −28% 0.43 −6% −27%

BWh 27 0.45 0.58 0.40 −12% −31% 0.43 −6% −26% 0.43 −5% −25%

BWk 20 0.45 0.65 0.42 −6% −35% 0.44 −3% −32% 0.44 −3% −32%

Cold 188 0.47 0.61 0.40 −6% −35% 0.42 −9% −30% 0.43 −8% −29%

Dfa 29 0.47 0.55 0.37 −20% −33% 0.41 −12% −26% 0.42 −11% −25%

Dfb 90 0.47 0.60 0.39 −16% −35% 0.42 −10% −30% 0.43 −8% −29%

Dfc 40 0.47 0.62 0.40 −16% −36% 0.42 −11% −32% 0.43 −10% −31%

Dfd 4 0.47 0.71 0.46 −4% −37% 0.47 −2% −35% 0.47 −1% −35%

Dsa 1 0.46 0.76 0.46 0% −40% 0.46 0% −40% 0.46 0% −40%

Dsb 3 0.46 0.65 0.42 −9% −36% 0.44 −4% −32% 0.45 −3% −32%

Dsc 1 0.47 0.60 0.37 −20% −38% 0.41 −13% −32% 0.41 −11% −31%

Dwa 10 0.47 0.64 0.42 −10% −35% 0.44 −6% −31% 0.44 −5% −31%

Dwb 5 0.46 0.64 0.41 −11% -36% 0.44 −6% −32% 0.44 −5% −31%

Dwc 5 0.45 0.68 0.43 −5% −37% 0.44 −2% −35% 0.45 −2% −35%

Polar 32 0.47 0.56 0.37 −22% −34% 0.38 −19% −31% 0.39 −17% −30%

EF 2 0.49 0.34 0.26 −48% −24% 0.25 −49% −27% 0.26 −48% −25%

ET 30 0.47 0.57 0.37 −20% −34% 0.39 −16% −31% 0.40 −15% −30%

Temperate459 0.47 0.61 0.39 −15% −35% 0.42 −9% −30% 0.43 −8% −29%

Cfa 192 0.47 0.60 0.40 −15% −34% 0.43 −8% −29% 0.43 −7% −28%

Cfb 162 0.47 0.59 0.38 −19% −36% 0.41 −13% −31% 0.42 −11% −29%

Cfc 4 0.47 0.54 0.35 −25% −35% 0.39 −18% −29% 0.39 −16% −28%

Csa 45 0.46 0.62 0.41 −11% −35% 0.43 −7% −31% 0.43 −6% −30%

Csb 34 0.46 0.63 0.41 −12% −36% 0.43 −6% −32% 0.44 −5% −31%

Cwa 17 0.46 0.64 0.42 −10% −35% 0.44 −5% −31% 0.44 −4% −30%

Cwb 5 0.45 0.67 0.43 −5% −36% 0.44 −2% −34% 0.45 −2% −33%

Tropical 66 0.46 0.63 0.41 −10% −34% 0.44 −5% −30% 0.44 −4% −29%

Af 21 0.46 0.62 0.41 −11% −34% 0.43 −6% −29% 0.44 −5% −29%

Am 8 0.46 0.64 0.42 −9% −35% 0.44 −4% −31% 0.45 −3% −30%

As 4 0.46 0.55 0.39 −16% −30% 0.42 −8% −23% 0.43 −6% −22%

Aw 33 0.46 0.64 0.42 −9% −35% 0.44 −5% −31% 0.44 −4% −30%

Global 854 0.46 0.60 0.4 −15% −35% 0.42 −8.9% −30% 0.43 −7.7% −29%

The comparison of the matching factor for the PV+W hybrid facility εPV+W versus wind εW is
shown in Figure 13. The adaptation is much higher in this case than when it is compared with the PV
facility; as it has obtained an improvement of 35% for the method 1, 30% for the method 2 and 29% for
the method 3. The values are quite similar in all the climate areas.
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Figure 12. Improvement of the matching factor: εpv+w (hybrid) over εpv (solar PV) facilities.

Figure 13. Improvement of the matching factor: εpv+w (hybrid) over εw (wind) facilities.

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis

It is mandatory to check if the methodology here proposed would give stable results in case of
the variation of the relevant variables considered in the calculations. The technical characteristics of
the facilities, as well as the performance parameters of the equipment, are quite steady and will be
under control with adequate maintenance. The more relevant variations can arise from (i) deviations
or errors in the evaluation of the solar and wind resource at the location or the use of non-optimised
facilities (i.e., tilt or azimuth angles of the PV facility different from the ideal) and (ii) different power
capacity of the facilities. In this way, to determine the robustness of the methodology two sensitivity
analyses were carried out with respect to those variables.

3.1.1. Sensitivity Related to Errors in the Resource Valuation

To evaluate the variations in the valuation of the resource produced by errors, spatial smoothing
effector the installation of the facilities (non-optimisation), the electricity generated is calculated by
means of a modification of the Formulas (9) and (10) to include the multiplying factors fpv and fw to
simulate the variation of the solar irradiance and wind resource. The methodology was applied for a
wide variation range of the multiplying factors between 0.7 to 1.3 which represents a variation of ±30%
in the renewable resources.

Epv
x

(
fpv
)
= fpv·Gx·APV·PR·η·[1 + α(Tx − 293)] (12)
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Ew
x ( fw) = ρ·Px( fw)

ρstd
·t (13)

The variation of εPV+W with the multiplication factors is illustrated in the Figure 14. As it can be
shown, the methodology is robust because:

1. εPV+W hardly varies with changes of the irradiation for the three normalisation methods.
2. The effect of variations in wind resource is quite limited. For increases in the mean wind speed of

30% (fw = 1.3) εPV+W rises about 5%, while a decrement of 30% (fw = 0.7) produces a variation
range from −5%, (normalisation method 3) to −8% (normalisation method 1).

Figure 14. Variation of εPV+W with the multiplication factors fpv and fw. (M1, M2 and M3 represent the
results obtained by means of application of the normalisation methods 1, 2 and 3, respectively).

3.1.2. Sensitivity Related to the Power Capacity of the Facilities

We applied the methodology considering generation patterns of a PV+W hybrid facility with
twice the power capacity of the facility previously considered to evaluate the potential variations in the
results produced by changes on the installed power capacity of the wind and PV facilities. The solar
panel and VAWT used now have the following characteristics:

1. A commercial solar panel manufactured with multi-crystalline silicon cells and an efficiency η of
17.5%. The rest of the solar panel characteristics are shown in the Table 9.

Table 9. Solar panel characteristics [85].

Characteristic Value

Manufacturer Trina Solar

Model TSM-PD14

Cell type Si Multicrystalline

Maximum Power (STC conditions) 320 W

Efficiency (η) 17.5%

Dimensions (h ×w × d) 1960 × 992 × 40 mm3

Temperature Coefficient of maximum power (α) −0.41%/K
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2. For the wind facility, a vertical-axis wind turbine generator was selected with a nameplate power
capacity of 6 kW (similar to the PV facility capacity). Figure 15 shows the VAWT power curve for
standard density (ρstd = 1.225 kg/cm2).

Figure 15. Power curve for the standard air density ρstd = 1.225 kg/cm2. Source [86].

Figure 16 illustrates the comparison of the matching factor for PV+W hybrid plants εPV+W versus
PV εPV obtained for facilities with a power capacity of 3.6 kW and 6 kW. In a global context, the
adaptation obtained for the 6 kW facility is 19% higher for the method 1, 15% higher for the method 2
and 13% for the method 3. When it is compared with the 3.6 kW, the improvement of the 6 kW facility
is higher in all the climate areas.

Figure 16. Improvement of the matching factor: εpv+w (hybrid) over εpv (PV) facilities for different
installed power capacity.

The matching factor for the PV+W hybrid εPV+W versus wind facilities εW obtained for the
facilities of 3.6 kW and 6 kW is compared in Figure 17. As was obtained for the 3.6 kW facility, the
improvement of the matching factor obtained for the 6 kW facility is better when it is compared with
the wind facility than when it is compared with the PV facility. The improvement now reaches 32% for
method 1, 28% for method 2 and 27% for method 3. The values maintain quite similar ranges in all the
climate areas.

The variation of εPV+W with the multiplication factors introduced in the Chapter 3.1.1. for the
6 kW PV+W hybrid facility is illustrated in the Figure 18. As it can be shown, for the new capacity
the methodology also presents a robust performance because the results hardly vary with changes of
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the irradiation for the three normalisation methods. Once again, the effect of variations in the wind
resource is quite limited.

Figure 17. Improvement of the matching factor: εpv+w (hybrid) over εw (wind) facilities for different
installed power capacity.

Figure 18. Variation of εPV+W with the multiplication factors fpv and fw. in a 6 kW power capacity
facility (M1, M2 and M3 represent the results obtained by means of application of the normalisation
methods 1, 2 and 3, respectively).

4. Discussion

In this paper, we have analysed the behaviour of PV+W hybrid facilities placed in urban areas
from the point of view of the adaptability of their generation patterns to the aggregate demand profiles.
With this aim, we have designed a novel methodology that includes the definition and calculation of
the matching factor (ε) to evaluate and quantify the adaptation level. The novelty of our work is based
on three main grounds: (i) the evaluation of supply–demand balance adaptation of PV+W hybrid
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plants, (ii) the integration of the hybrid plants into an urban environment and (iii) the applicability of
the results on a global scale.

The analysis of the generation patterns shows that, in a PV+W hybrid plant where the PV and
wind facilities have similar installed power capacity, the PV is always the main contributor in the total
energy production in all climate conditions, presenting a global value of 84%, varying from 71% in
polar areas to 91% in tropical zones. The main reason for this performance is that the facilities are not
placed following a criterion of high-wind-resource location which is common in urban areas.

The results show that PV facilities match demand profiles better than wind energy. The global
matching factor obtained for PV εPV is 0.46 while for wind εW is 0.6, which means 30% worse adaptation
level. The difference, once again, is homogeneous in all climate conditions.

Likewise, hybrid plants adapt better to the demand than when the facilities are independently
evaluated. The hybrid plants present εPV+W in the 0.4 to 0.43 range, depending on the normalisation
method used, which means an improvement between 7.7% and 15% in comparison with the adaptation
of PV facilities and between 29% and 35% in comparison with wind plants. Once again, the results are
homogeneous for all the climate zones.

The proposed methodology has been found robust because the results obtained do not vary
substantially with respect to the variation of the solar irradiation or the mean wind speed at the
location under study. The methodology also gives comparable results for facilities with different
power capacity.

5. Conclusions

An important technical challenge for a massive RES integration is the lack of manageability of
the generation to match the demand. A high RES penetration requires the application of measures
focused on planning, operation and flexibility of the whole system to respond to the uncertainty and
variability in the supply–demand balance in short timescales. These measures present tangible costs to
the system.

The results of this study lead us to state that the implementation of PV+W hybrid plants in urban
areas would widen the RES integration limits and reduce the cost of high RES penetration because of
the improvement of the manageability derived of a better adaptation to the demand profiles.

Additionally, our work gives valuable and quantifiable support to decision-makers to favour RES
penetration into the urban environment, which constitutes a perfect example of distributed generation,
with the advantages that this type of generation presents for the electric system.

As a result, a massive installation of PV+W hybrid plants would bring benefits for the whole
electric system. Therefore, the author’s workgroup of the Department of Electrical, Electronic and
Control Engineering [87] propose and recommend the implementation of PV+W hybrid plants.

A massive integration into the urban environment presents financial, technical and regulatory
barriers. The adequation of existing buildings could require the evaluation of subsidies to avoid
financial constraints that could slow down the integration. Moreover, the facilities integrated into
the urban environment will be likely owned by consumers (i.e., particulars or small/medium size
companies) that could use part of the generation for self-consumption. This situation will require
specific legislation to regulate the energy trading and implement technical requirements to avoid
negative impact on the distribution networks.
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Nomenclature

General

APV PV area
E Energy generated (Wh)
e Normalised energy generated
G Yearly solar irradiation (insolation) in Wh/m2 incident on an optimally tilted solar panel
i Facility type: PV (Photovoltaic), W (Wind) or PV+W (Hybrid)
L Load electricity demand profile (Wh)
l Normalised load electricity demand profile
P Power (W)
PR Performance ratio of the PV facility
PV Photovoltaic electricity source
RES Renewable Energy Source
Subscripts

x Location
y Season: S (spring), U (summer), A (autumn), W (winter).
z Day type: D (weekday), E (weekend).
Greeks

α Temperature coefficient of maximum power
ε Matching factor
η Solar panel efficiency
ρ Air density
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Abstract: ROSEO-BIWT is a new Building-Integrated Wind Turbine (BIWT) intended for installation
on the edge of buildings. It consists of a Savonius wind turbine and guiding vanes to accelerate the
usual horizontal wind, together with the vertical upward air stream on the wall. This edge effect
improves the performance of the wind turbine, and its architectural integration is also beneficial.
The hypothetical performance and design configuration were studied for a university building in
Eibar city using wind data from the ERA5 reanalysis (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts’ reanalysis), an anemometer to calibrate the data, and the actual small-scale behavior in a
wind tunnel. The data acquired by the anemometer show high correlations with the ERA5 data in the
direction parallel to the valley, and the calibration is therefore valid. According to the results, a wind
speed augmentation factor of three due to the edge effect and concentration vanes would lead to a
increase in working hours at the rated power, resulting annually in more than 2000 h.

Keywords: building integrated wind turbine; savonius; ERA5; anemometer; calibration

1. Introduction

In general terms, the market for small wind turbines is currently growing, although the sector of
small wind turbines intended for installation in buildings is increasing at a lower rate. According to
the World Wind Energy Association (WWEA) [1], the installation of small wind turbines will increase
by around 12% annually in the 2015–2020 period. The good economic profitability of small wind
turbines and the consistency of technological advancement are determinant factors that explain the
growth of the small wind turbine market. On the other hand, in the last several years, research is
increasingly being focused on the development of different technologies that help minimize the energy
consumption of buildings. This philosophy is known as nZEB (nearly Zero-Energy Building) [2], and it
is included in the EU 2010/31/CE directive related to the energy efficiency of buildings. After 2018,
every new public building should be constructed in accord with this regulation and, after 2020, every
new building should be compliant.

The goal is to maximize energy efficiency and reduce the use of primary energy derived from fossil
resources so that the required energy demand can be met by renewable sources. In this sense, mini
wind technology, which involves generating energy with wind turbines of 100 kW or less to cover an
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area smaller than 200 m2, can play a very important role. However, some technological challenges, such
as the vibrations, the generated noise levels, and the device’s aesthetic and architectonic integration,
are yet to be fully solved.

Nevertheless, these devices have many advantages:

1. They can work as standalone devices, so they can provide energy in isolated locations without a
connection to the electric grid.

2. They work in distributed micro-generation mode, thus minimizing energy losses due to transport
and distribution. These devices generate energy at a site that is close to the final user, thus
dramatically reducing the need for electric infrastructures.

3. Furthermore, it can be combined with photovoltaic energy in hybrid installations to enable the
optimal use and management of shared electric accumulators.

The recent developments in wind energy for urban environments have inspired different types
of Building-Integrated Wind Turbine (BIWT) projects. For example, in London, Strata SE1 is a tall
building with 43 floors that will include three wind turbines with diameters of 9 m on the roof of the
structure. These wind turbines will be used to meet the building’s lighting demand [3].

On a smaller scale, there are a lot of projects that include Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs)
integrated with buildings, as well as Vertical-Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs). These projects are focused
on integrating wind turbines with existing buildings. Thus, these buildings were not previously
designed to accelerate air streams, unlike the World Trade Center of Baharein [4] or the mentioned
Strata SE1 building. According to this post-integration trend, building-integrated wind turbines are
being implemented in strategic locations to capture the acceleration of air streams that are produced
because of different geometries. In this sense, the most interesting locations are the upper and lateral
edges of a building, especially the former because it is at a reasonable distance from homes.

Nowadays, there are several ongoing projects working to develop an optimal system that
harnesses wind energy in urban environments. Most of them have concluded that wind turbines
located in obstacle-free environments are not adequate for urban environments because of the urban
turbulent flow, which can present a relevant turbulence intensity on the superior edges of the
buildings [5,6]. For that reason, HAWT devices, which usually exhibit good performances with
laminar flows, perform poorly in urban environments, in addition to their generation of noise as high
as 200 dB within a radius of 500 m [7]. Conversely, VAWTs play an essential role in generating wind
energy in urban areas since their performance is not much affected by turbulent flows, and they tend
to be noiseless [8]. Additionally, the VAWT has a lower cut-in speed than HAWT and a larger or even
unlimited cut-off speed, ensuring longer operating times [9–11]. Although the power coefficient is
lower, the design is simpler and the manufacturing process is easier to carry out.

Along these lines, the existing urban wind energy potential has encouraged researchers to develop
a proper methodology for wind energy estimation in urban environments [12]. The use of anemometers
at specific locations can be combined with advanced computational simulations of buildings situated
in complex urban terrains using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics). In this way, wind energy
potential estimation using reanalysis and meteorological mesoscale models, which is a well-known
offshore and onshore method and also developed by the authors [13,14], can be complemented with
different back-end tools.

In this work, the authors present the design of a Savonius drag-driven turbine that is intended
for integration into buildings. The proposed turbine is called ROSEO-BIWT, which has been specially
designed to work in urban environments. The wind in urban areas is characterized by its turbulence,
thus it is important to take advantage of low-speed air streams. The germinal project of ROSEO won
the first award in the EDP-RENEWABLE UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE 2017 [15], and the members
of the project have now created a university start-up called ROSEO. Although it is typically used as
a vertical-axis turbine, ROSEO-BIWT is formed by a Savonius turbine in a horizontal position and
concentration vanes that accelerate the air streams by the Venturi effect (see Section 2.2). These types of
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vanes are usually called PAGVs (Power Augmentation Guiding Vanes) [16–18]. The proposed turbine
was also designed to be easily architectonically integrated. This was the case for the design proposed
by Park et al. [19], in which several Savonius turbines were incorporated into the facade of a building
at different heights to take advantage of the vertical currents created by the wind on the walls of
the building.

The Savonius wind turbine is a drag-based device, unlike the majority of turbines, which are
lift-based. This particular aspect allows for low noise levels and few vibrations, and these factors are
very important in building installations [20,21]. The PAGV increases the wind speed as the catching
area grows, resulting in a system that is able to start at wind speeds of about 1 m/s, thus ensuring a
great number of energy-producing hours. Furthermore, energy generation continues no matter how
high the wind speed is.

This paper proceeds as follows: a possible location for the installation, which was established
using ERA5 data, is presented. ERA5 is a powerful tool for global atmospheric analysis that is
updated in real time (see Section 2.1). The authors also installed an anemometer on the roof of
their university to calibrate the wind data for a period of eight months against ERA5 (Section 2.1.2).
In this way, an empirical method for the estimation of wind energy potential on buildings with a
low computational cost will be developed in subsequent work, as discussed in Section 3.5. Finally,
a preliminary small-scale experiment was developed for a wind tunnel with a small Savonius and
different configurations of the PAGV (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). The authors finish this work with some
relevant conclusions and a future outlook of possible research directions. The qualitative methodology
used here can be considered within the scope of analogical reasoning and model construction [22].

2. Data and Methodology

2.1. Data and Location

2.1.1. Anemometers and ERA5

The university building of Eibar (Engineering School of Gipuzkoa) was selected (longitude:
2.946◦ W; latitude: 43.258◦ N) to demonstrate a method for formulating a preliminary estimation of
energy production using quantile-matching calibration versus a cup anemometer installed on the roof.
Figure 1 shows a satellite view of the engineering school and the position of two anemometers installed
on two buildings. After eight months of data acquisition, Anemometer 1 showed the best correlations
with the ERA5 reanalysis, and its dataset was used for the calibration and energy estimation procedure.

The ERA5 reanalysis, ECMWF’s most recent atmospheric reanalysis, covers the second half of the
20th century and this century [23]. For this study and the calibration, 40 years of data were used (from
1979 to 2018), because the complete reanalysis is not yet available. The correlation between ERA5 and
the anemometers was computed within their period of intersection (from June 2018 to February 2019).
These data include atmospheric and oceanic variables, and are an appropriate tool for estimating
wind energy potential [24] offshore and onshore. In this study, ERA5 hourly data with a resolution of
0.3◦ × 0.3◦ was used.
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Figure 1. Selected buildings and anemometers 1 and 2 on the roof.

2.1.2. Quantile-Mapping Calibration

The cup anemometers installed on the buildings of the University of Basque Country in Eibar
enabled the development of a preliminary calibration methodology based on quantile-matching
techniques that were used previously by the authors for wind energy and wave energy [25–27].
In the scientific literature, different calibration or bias correction techniques have been developed and
compared for the analysis of several parameters, such as temperature and precipitation (see [28–30]).
Data from models and reanalysis are compared with observations. In the present study, a simple but
effective statistical procedure based on quantile mapping was used.

For this approach, several other terms can be found in the literature: “probability mapping” [31],
“quantile-quantile mapping” [32,33], “statistical downscaling” [34], and “histogram equalization” [35].
With this general approach, empirical quantile-mapping bias correction was applied to calibrate ERA5
versus an anemometer in the building. In [36], the same procedure was used for estimating wind
energy trends. To summarize, this method of calibration or bias correction is fundamentally statistical,
and the idea is to match values with the same quantile in two empirical probability distributions: the
one to be calibrated (ERA5), and the one that is the basis for the calibration (anemometer). Figure 2
illustrates the main aspects of this calibration procedure, including the intersection periods and the
concept of applying the transference function.

For this paper, the authors obtained an eight-month, 10-min data series, which was filtered
every 6 h to match the ERA5 reanalysis for a 10-year period (1-h time resolution, in this case). Thus,
there were around 34,500 cases in the anemometer time series and around 87,600 cases in the ERA5
series. Taking 1-h data for both series in the intersection period resulted in 5390 cases, from which the
correlation was measured and the subsequent calibration transference function was generated.

Having determined the average wind speed U after calibration on the corresponding facade and
considering the typical shape parameter of the Weibull distribution (Rayleigh distribution, k = 2),
the corresponding scale parameter can be obtained:

c = U/Γ(1 + 1/k). (1)

Then, the cumulative distribution function and the fraction of time between two wind speeds
are determined:

F(U) = 1 − exp(−(U/c)k) (2)

and the augmentation factor AF of the PAGV (the ratio between the outlet and inlet free wind speed)
can be incorporated into the c parameter [9] because it is proportional to the average wind speed U.
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Figure 2. Calibration procedure and periods of the ERA5 and anemometer data.

The value of AF can only be based on a virtual definition of the outlet velocity of the flux, since
the complex interaction between the diffusive flux in the exterior part of the vanes and the motion of
the rotor do not permit a simplistic application of the Venturi effect according to the relation between
the capture width of the free wind U and the outlet width. However, the optimum tip speed ratio
(TSRopt) at which the power coefficient Cp is maximized is directly related to the outlet effective
velocity (Uout), because it is well known that TSRopt0 ≈ 1/3 for a drag turbine without augmentation
techniques [9]. Due to the Magnus and lift effects in the Savonius rotor, this value can reach 0.4–0.5.
Therefore, the augment of TSRopt should be similar to AF considering an effective Uout at the position
of the rotor in relation to the blade tip speed Vtip. Being VA

tip the tip speed in the augmented rotor and

TSRA the tip speed ratio in the augmented rotor, the hypothesis is that the TSR should be the same
for the conventional Savonius and for the augmentation technique if the outlet velocity AF · U is the
reference wind speed:

TSR =
Vtip

U
=

VA
tip

AF · U
⇒ VA

tip = AF · Vtip (3)

However, the TSR with augmentation TSRA should be defined with respect to the free wind

speed:
VA

tip
U . Therefore,

TSRA = AF · TSR ⇒ AF =
TSRA

TSR
(4)

Consequently, AF can be also computed using the ratio of the TSR with augmentation versus the
TSR without augmentation.

On the other hand, experiment using nozzles by Shika et al. [37] have shown that AF can be 4 or
even 5 measuring directly Uout at the position of the rotor for U between 0.6 and 0.9 m/s. This relevant
increment for low free wind speed is very interesting for our purpose, since reducing significantly the
cut-in speed of the rotor. Furthermore, these AFs ensure a great quantity of working hours at rated
power, as shown below.

2.2. ROSEO-BIWT Design

2.2.1. The Location on the Upper Edge of the Building

The effect of wind against buildings has been largely studied by the architectural sector for
the purpose of studying the dynamic loads generated by air streams. Because of their work,
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there is considerable knowledge about the behavior of wind in urban environments. Much of
the information has been obtained through experiments with scale models and CFD simulations,
similar to the depiction generated by the authors in Figure 3, which was re-created based on the CFD
simulation in [38].

Figure 3. Re-creation on the basis of Mertens [38] for wind acceleration over the windward upper edge
of a building.

Most of the studies that have analyzed the behavior of air streams around buildings agree that
the upper edge of the windward face of a building has great wind energy potential. This is because
the wind has to surround an object. The effect is even more intense when the building is taller and
when the wind direction is perpendicular to the building facade. For example, in a five-story building,
the wind velocity increases by 1.2 times at the windward edge [38].

According to the CFD simulations of Balduzzi et al. [5,6], the wind speed increment at the edge
can be between 10% and 30%, but the turbulence intensity increases considerable. This is not the
worst inconvenience for Savonius turbines, since it is demonstrated that, when turbulence increases,
the separation of boundary layer takes place on the lower side of returning blade of the rotor reducing
the negative torque [39,40].

Areas of high turbulent intensity create more frequent and stronger gusts [9], but the inertia of
a relatively long Savonius rotor (high aspect ratio between the length of the axis and the diameter)
can keep the rotation of the turbine without relevant variations. Additionally, it is demonstrated
that, as a consequence of blade tips, aerodynamic losses are reduced in Savonius turbines with high
aspect ratios [41].
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2.2.2. Savonius Turbine

Because of the above-discussed wind behavior, our ROSEO-BIWT’s Savonius axis is positioned
horizontally along the superior edge of the building. There have been several recent studies on the
performance of the Savonius turbine. Mohamed et al. [42] improved the performance using plates to
eliminate the negative torque in the returning blade. They carried out tests for a two-bladed and a
three-bladed wind turbine, and, in both cases, they improved the power coefficient (Cp) of the wind
turbine by up to 27%, with 15% being the typical value.

Apart from these intrinsic improvements, some engineers have developed the mentioned PAGV
systems to accelerate air streams. Shikha et al. [43] increased the wind speed by 3.7 times in an
experiment using a specific well-studied nozzle. Additionally, Altan et al. [44] studied the influence of
the inclination angle of the plates as well as their length. In these experiments, they found that, when
the longitude of the PAGV increased, the power also increased. Thus, the important consideration in
their study was the relationship between the diameter of the rotor and the length of the PAGV. They
even obtained a Cp of 38.5%. Other types of PAGVs, referred to as omnidirectional, reached a Cp of
48%, implying an increase of 240% relative to a Savonius rotor without a PAGV system.

In terms of longitude and diameter, the Savonius rotor studied in [45] performed best with
an aspect ratio of 6:1. Similarly, Park et al. [19] tested different kinds of Savonius rotors, and they
discovered that the best design was a six-bladed rotor. Therefore, for our purpose, a similar rotor with
these proportions was chosen for the initial test period.

2.2.3. The Final Design

Park et al. [19] developed the idea of using a larger facade surface to generate energy by installing
a lot of Savonius rotors at different heights while also using PAGVs to improve the performance of
the wind turbines. The system that they proposed is similar to a ventilated facade. It is important to
emphasize that they wanted to capture the vertical air streams that are generated on the windward
side of the building, as in our case. However, they used parallel vanes in the facade with a small
concentration angle; in our case, the upper edge is used to augment the concentration angle and
capture not only the vertical stream on the facade but also the horizontal component of the wind.
Furthermore, the background of the Savonius rotor is free on the edge of the building: this is an
important aspect that is not encountered in turbines installed in the facade. Although the influence of
this aspect is out of the scope of this study, it is an obvious aerodynamic advantage.

Another innovation is that the proposed turbine can be installed in existing buildings: it is not
a design intended only for new buildings. To summarize, ROSEO-BIWT shows good architectural
integration in existing buildings and high economic viability due to the simplicity of the design.

Figure 4 shows the ROSEO-BIWT design. This is a schematic perspective that does not take into
account the influence of the angle between the two PAGVs; the angle can be adapted for other positions
of the vanes.
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Figure 4. ROSEO-BIWT design.

The PAGV areal ratio between the entrance and exit of the air is 4:1, and a similar AF is expected
to result from a first simplistic calculus due to the Venturi effect. In any case, as mentioned, the complex
interaction between the outlet wind speed and the rotor motion deviates this a priori value of AF = 4.

In their seminal work about a curtain design to increase the performance of a Savonius turbine,
Altan et al. [46] determined that the best angles for the capture of wind in their curtain design are
15◦ for the superior vane and 45◦ for the inferior one that obstructs the negative torque. The authors
corroborated the same influence of the inferior vane in the laboratory (see Section 3.1). Figure 5 shows
the dimensions for this optimum design with curtains. It is considered a unit of capture width at the
inlet, and a geometrical relation of 4:1 for the inlet width (0.25, therefore diameter of 0.50) versus the
outlet width. The aspect ratio is six considering the results of Roy and Saha [45]: 3 = 0.5 × 6. These
proportions can be established between a capture width of one and two meter; within this size, ROSEO
device is manipulable for a worker on the roof in the implementation process and for O&M issues,
without the need of a crane .

Figure 5. Adapted figure of the optimum design using curtain vanes [46].
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2.3. Experiments in the Wind Tunnel

Although there are results provided by previous studies, in the following sections, the authors
describe the general experimental methodology that is being developed. The experimental model
construction is proposed by referencing previous findings and design procedures [22]. These are the
main steps:

1. First, according to the literature, the augmentation factor of the wind speed on the edge of the
buildings is around 1.2. Wind speed augmentation is the result of the union between the usual
horizontal component and the vertical component.

2. Then, the previous augmentation factor should be multiplied by the new increment AF provided
by the vanes. These factors will be measured for different wind speeds in the wind tunnel of the
university using a small-scale model of a building with curtain-type vanes (see Figure 5) and a
rotor or 2 cm diameter.

3. A similar experiment will be performed for a real Savonius with one inferior vane and will be
critically compared with other studies.

4. Finally, the Weibull distribution at the location obtained by the previously described calibration
methodology will be applied to the measured power curve that includes AF. Thus, the amount
of hours at rated power due to this augmentation will be an interesting parameter about
energy production.

Table 1 describes the main characteristics of the above-mentioned wind tunnel. Figure 6 shows
the wind tunnel and the installation of a PAGV and a real Savonius rotor. It should be mentioned that
the disposition of the vane below the limit of the rotor’s horizontal axis obstructs the negative torque
and, simultaneously, accelerates the stream in the opened drag side above the axis. As mentioned, this
aerodynamic effect has been properly documented in previous reviews about the performance of the
Savonius rotor [39,41,47].

Table 1. Characteristics of the wind tunnel.

Length; diameter 2 m; 630 mm
Measuring system Pitot tubes, an ultrasonic anemometer, and air pressure transducers
Range of wind speed 0–13 m/s
Materials Structure of aluminum and dome of polycarbonate
Control panel Potentiometer for the regulation of wind speed, rpm, and torque
Generator maxon RE motor 65 mm, Graphite Brushes, 250 Watt [48]
Data acquisition Variable resistor with measurement of voltage, intensity, and power

The augmentation may be even higher because of the corner effect of our design. However,
until now, these preliminary measurements have only been performed with low values of steady wind
speed without considering some important effects, such as the blockage ratio of the tunnel [49,50].
However, the the influence of AF is important at these low wind speeds below the rated power,
because it can ensure a sufficient wind speed above the rated wind speed at the outlet of the
concentration vanes.

On the other hand, Figure 7 shows the small-building, the guiding vanes with 3:1 inlet/outlet
relation, and the six-bladed rotor of 2 cm diameter. Here, the objective is to create an anemometer that is
able to capture the wind on the entire outlet area of the vanes. According to our previous experiments,
measurements with Pitot tubes result in great fluctuations due to small displacements or inclination
deviation in such a narrow area. In this case, the electrical motor is a maxon DCX06M EB KL 6V of
0.529 W. The speed constant is of 3060 min−1 V −1 having a direct way to compute the angular
velocity in function of the voltage. Additionally, there is also a constant speed–torque relation of
36,600 min−1 mNm−1. This characteristic is important because it allows computing the increment of
the torque due to the increment of the speed.
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Figure 6. The Savonius turbine inside the wind tunnel with the inferior vane.

Figure 7. The small building model (a) without the vanes; and (b) with the vanes.

3. Results

3.1. Effect of the PAGV in the Real Savonius

AF of around 2 has been corroborated in the experiments of the wind tunnel. This obviously
depends on the angle and the length of the vanes and the exact position of the Pitot tube, but this value
of AF can be obtained with a suitable disposition of the vanes. However, this measurement is strongly
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influenced by the exact position and size of the Pitot tube, and future works should study the behavior
of AF for higher and more turbulent wind speeds.

Although a maximum outlet/inlet width ratio of 1.4 can be obtained due to the lack of space in
the tunnel with the Savonius rotor in the center, the instantaneous power measured for different wind
speeds and different angles of the vane in Figure 6 gives a coherent result for this augmentation and
subsequent power. Figure 8 shows this behavior with the vane at 30◦, 45◦ and 70◦ with respect to the
horizontal. The pilot test was developed without the vane and the negative-torque wall (NT wall) was
applied with the vane in vertical position, obstructing the negative torque’s drag. It should be noted
that, removing the negative torque, the power is doubled and the other cases (30◦, 45◦ and 70◦) also
remove the negative drag.

The results in the curves of Figure 8 show the best working condition for the vane at 45◦, in which
the captured power almost triples the pilot test power at each wind speed. Being the geometrical
augment relation of 1.4, and 1.43 ≈ 3, the power also keeps the typical proportionality relation with
U3 for AF, and, again, a constant AF equal to the geometrical relation is deduced. This fact establishes
an important particular case for an hypothetical law that should be demonstrated: for the adequate
vane angles, the estimation of power production can be performed using AF × U as the input wind
speed for any free wind speed U.

Figure 8. Power production versus wind speed for different positions of the vane and the pilot test
without the vane.

The behavior of Cp vs. TSR was also studied and is presented in Table 2 for the optima with
which AF can be estimated. The presence of the vane increments TSRopt from 0.5 to around 1 with
AF ≈ 2. The best case in power augmentation (almost three times) for AF = 2.2 is measured for
the vane at 45◦. These results are totally coherent with previous works using different augmentation
techniques that obtain TSRopt ≈ 1 compared to a value of 0.5 for a conventional Savonius. In these
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cases, Cp,max is also two or even three times higher thanks to the vanes, deflectors, curtains or other
kinds of concentration configurations [44,51]. Additionally, as mentioned above, Altan et al. also
already showed for their curtain type augmentation technique that the inferior vane should be at 45◦

to optimize the energy capture [52].

Table 2. Optimum Cp, and corresponding TSR, AF and power increment for the Savonius turbine in
the wind tunnel for the pilot text, negative torque vertical wall, and different angles of the vane.

Experiment Cp,max(%) TSRopt AF

PAGV30 17.1 1.01 2.0
PAGV45 19.2 1.10 2.2
PAGV70 16.1 0.94 1.9
NT Wall 11.6 0.68 1.4
Pilot test 6.5 0.50 -

3.2. Augmentation Factor in the Small-Scale Building Model

In this case, TSR for each wind speed is measured instead of the TSRopt. Consequently, the ratio
of the TSRs with (TSRv) and without (TSR0) the vane should be corrected according to the rotor
speed, since the torque is incremented with the speed. Figure 9 shows these results: both TSRs, their
ratio, and the corrected ratio that equals AF. This correction factor is established by the increment
relation between U and the cut-in wind speed for the pilot experiment (5 m/s). A logical step in
the procedure considering the constant speed–torque relation of the DC generator, since both TSRs
(therefore, the rotor speeds) are practically linear with respect to U and also fulfill the same increment
relation. Thus, AF is between 2.5 and 3, a very relevant result given the fact that the inlet–outlet width
relation is 3:1. The 4:1 relation of the initial configuration could not be installed yet, due to the sensible
construction details of the small model. Because of this delicate structure, the fabrication process of
which has been very laborious, the free wind speed range in the tunnel has been kept below 10 m/s.

Figure 9. TSRs, the ratio, and the corrected ratio for the rotor speed with and without the vane.
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3.3. Wind Rose around the Building

The ERA5 grid around Eibar city is shown in Figure 10 with the ERA5 points in blue. The building
on which the anemometer is located is marked in red. The nearest grid point, at a distance of 2.48 km,
was chosen to perform the calibration.

Figure 10. Nearest ERA5 grid points (blue) around the study point (red).

With the wind rose representing the nearest ERA5 grid point and the anemometer (see Figure 11),
it is easy to realize that the ERA5 data have to be calibrated to make an appropriate estimation. ERA5’s
wind rose shows a strong predominant direction toward the northwest, as it is well-known that
the climate of the Basque Country is highly related to the behavior of geostrophic winds [14]. This
predominant direction is perpendicular to the valley in Eibar, and it is clearly diminished by the
roughness of the terrain and the obstacle of the mountains in the anemometer’s data. In fact, Eibar
is an industrial city with a population of 20,000 in a deep valley surrounded by mountains that are
around 600 m from where the River Deba opens toward the northeast direction.

Thus, this big difference could be explained by the shape and direction of the valley in which
Eibar is located. It shows the need for field measurements and indicates that a good calibration
methodology must use atmospheric reanalysis to study wind potential in places such as cities and
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deep valleys, which have high surface roughness. Furthermore, the valley direction determines not
only the calibration direction for energy estimation purposes, but it also defines which of the facades
of the building should be selected for the implementation of the BIWT.

Figure 11. Details of the location of the anemometer and the nearest ERA5 grid point (left).
Representation of the corresponding wind roses of ERA5 and anemometer data (right).

3.4. Comparison between ERA5 and the Anemometer

These data should be established at a referential height using the log law and the roughness of
urban environments [9]. The ERA5 grid-point height is 411 m, thus both datasets should be established
at the same height, which is the anemometer’s height in this case, since it is the observation.

According to usual considerations in the wind energy sector, the roughness (z0) of the urban
terrain is around 1–10 m. Roughness is used to apply the logarithmic law of vertical wind shear,

U(z)
U(zr)

=
Ln(z/z0)

Ln(zr/z0)
, (5)

which results in a correction factor between 0.86 and 0.77 for a wind speed at a height of 178 m in
ERA5. In terms of the speed of reference at its original height, the authors calculated the following:

U(178) =
Ln(178/1)
Ln(411/1)

U(411) = 0.86 × U(411);
Ln(178/10)
Ln(411/10)

U(411) = 0.77 × U(411) (6)

A correction factor of 0.86 was used prior to the calibration method, which is based on quantile
mapping. However, first, the correlation between ERA5 and the anemometer had to be directionally
studied, mainly in the direction of the valley line. Furthermore, anemometer data had been
previously filtered using advanced filters in meteorology, such as temporal checks, persistence tests,
and climate-based range tests [53], which were implemented in the R programming language by
the authors [54].

Figure 12 shows a time series of a week in June 2018 when the Pearson’s correlation between ERA5
and the anemometer was very high (around 0.95); the wind direction vectors are illustrated above each
time point that shows a strong westerly component. The parallel patterns shown by the wind speed
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series are obvious in the graph. These examples verify the quality of the anemometer’s data since their
results are comparable to the reliable ERA5 data in the predominant direction line established by the
valley (southwest–northeast). In the first days of this week, a cut-off low occurred in the Bay of Biscay,
and it caused strong wind and a large amount of precipitation in that area. During the following days,
without the influence of the cut-off low, wind moving in the north direction was observed. This is a
global-scale synoptic situation that is easier to detect by the ERA5 model than local setups. Therefore,
a high correlation between the observed data and ERA5 data was confirmed.

Additionally, the approximation to observation of the corrected ERA5 signal resulting from the
application of the log law is clear in the time series using the 0.86 factor, but it is not enough to totally
correct the general overestimation presented by ERA5. Although an extreme correction for a high
roughness z0 = 10 m with a factor of 0.77 would strongly reduce this overestimation (Equation (6)),
the usual roughness values for urban environments are kept in this graph.

This example is an extraordinary case, but, if all the cases of wind between the south and east
were selected during the study period, a good correlation of 0.70 would finally be obtained. This
validation was therefore enough to justify the calibration in this directional range, from which the
corresponding building facade will be selected for capturing wind energy.

Figure 12. Wind speed of nearest ERA5 grid point (blue) and anemometer (red) during a week of June.
In addition, wind direction vectors are represented in the graph.

3.5. Estimation of the Energy Potential

On the basis of the resource assessment results of the wind potential in buildings and the described
wind tunnel experiments, a general methodology is presented that also references previous results
from the scientific literature to estimate the annual energy production (AEP) of ROSEO-BIWT:

1. According to Mertens [38] and the initial experiments with our small-scale building in the wind
tunnel, the wind increases its velocity by 20% at the upper edge of a typical building.

2. The simplest PAGVs have increased the wind speed by four times, with a corresponding increase
in Cp to a value as high as 0.37 [47]. Although higher values can be obtained with wider entrances,
the authors will use an AF of 4 for the estimation, although there is also a 20% augmentation due
to the additional architectonic acceleration at the upper edge.
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3. Taking into account the wind rose in Figure 11, the authors only considered the wind data of
ERA5 for the valley direction and for our turbine on the corresponding facade.

4. AF ≈ 3 has been corroborated by our small-scale building with PAGVs for different wind speed
values in the wind tunnel. Although the optimum vane angle experiment has not yet been
developed, the first test results are consistent with values reported in the literature.

5. AF ≈ 2 has been corroborated by the real Savonius with the inferior vane.
6. The analyses of the wind resource in the open direction of the valley and the corresponding

facade yield a wind speed histogram or Weibull distribution that can be applied to the power
curve of the turbine with AF.

7. For the first estimation presented here, the working time at rated power due to the increment of
wind speed using PAGVs has been computed.

Although the results of the comparison and the calibration of data are very relevant, the objective
of this paper is mainly methodological, and a preliminary estimation of AEP should be made using
a well-known device. Thus, for the estimation of generated power, a commercial Savonius model
(SeaHawk-PACWIND) was used: the rated power is of 1.1 kW, the rated wind speed is 17.9 m/s,
the cut-in wind speed is 3.1 m/s, the cut-off without a given limit is a drag device, and the swept area
is 0.92 m2 [55].

When the pure ERA5 wind speed distribution was considered for the best facade, after the
quantile-matching calibration using the anemometer data, these are the preliminary results:

• The average wind speed is 4.2 m/s, and the shape factor k is around 2, depending on the angle
range in the predominant direction, i.e., southwest (see Equations (2) and (1)).

• The turbine’s working hours per year in the interval of rated wind speed (above 17.9 m/s) can be
computed if the cumulative density function F(U) (Equation (2)) is applied to c, which results in
the following working hours:

[1 − F(17.9)]× 365.25 × 24 = 160 (7)

• Therefore, AEP is 160 × 1.1 = 170 kWh at the rated power; it is a very small value since the
working hours of a profitable turbine should be around 2000 h per year.

• However, multiplying the scale parameter c by values between 2 and 4 (AF = 2 is the value
obtained in the laboratory using only one inferior vane and 4 the maximum expected value
according to the mentioned literature) and keeping the typical value of k = 2, the total
augmentation factor AF from the PAGVs and the edge effect increases the AEP and working
hours. Figure 13 shows the annual working hours (WHhours) at rated power in function of the
average wind speed U of the site for different factors: AF = 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5; 4.

At low annual average wind speed of 3 m/s, the maximum AF = 4 can produce 2000 h at rated
power. At U = 4 m/s, AF between 2.5 and 3 is necessary to ensure the 2000 h. At U = 5 m/s,
the minimum AF = 2 obtained with only the inferior vane (Figure 5) is almost sufficient. At high
Us, an AF = 3.5 or 4 implies 75% of the time at rated power.
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Figure 13. Annual working hours at rated power versus U for different AF values.

Given the strong directionality presented by the anemometer’s wind rose (Figure 11), two
ROSEO-BIWTs installed in opposite facades of the building that are perpendicular to the valley
would capture almost all of the mentioned hours because winds that are perpendicular to the valley
are infrequent.

4. Conclusions and Future Outlook

An integral methodology with preliminary results is presented for a new type of BIWT.
The preliminary results include the energy potential estimation, measurements of small-scale building
aerodynamic effects, and the influence of PAGVs. In the future, an AEP increase of 20% via PAGVs
at the edge of the buildings must be demonstrated using a real prototype of ROSEO-BIWT at the
edge of the building in Eibar. For that, the building in the city of Eibar will be used in the Bizia Lab
project of the University of Basque Country, together with the previous wind tunnel experiments for
the mentioned small-scale building with PAGVs and short Savonius prototype.

The anemometer was installed on the roof; with the new data provided by ERA5 for the nearest
grid point, the identification of the best facade and the corresponding wind distribution were obtained
following the methodology described in this paper applied to a longer period. This methodology will
be relevant when the one-year period has elapsed. These preliminary results and the methodological
discussion developed to date encourage us to implement future refinements of ROSEO-BIWT and the
related wind energy estimation methodology.

If the building edge effect and the PAGVs produce a wind speed augmentation of AF, our
general mathematical proof for working hours at the rated power shows that the hours without the
augmentation can be considerably incremented. This is a very important general rule for turbines
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with vanes, as shown in Figure 13. Furthermore, the values of AF between two and four are coherent
with the literature and the experimental results, even under-valued, since the augment of the free
wind in the edge of the building is not considered. The edge effect augment factor of 1.2 documented
by the literature and the higher inlet-outlet width relationship other type of PAGVs could increase
the overall AF.

Additionally, a novel validation method for anemometers developed by the authors in a recent
study for wind farms [56] will be very beneficial since it enables the comparison and combination of
data from more than one anemometer installed on the roof of the building. This allows us to consider
both the zonal and meridional components in a single comparison score.

Future experiments in the wind tunnel with a small-scale building and the PAGVs will be carried
out to obtain the optimum value of the angle between the vanes and the augmentation factor for
different wind speeds within the operating range of the turbine. The augmentation factors measured
with an interval of 0.5 m/s within this range, together with the measurement of the power curve of
the longitudinal profile of the Savonius with the same step, will allow us to apply the corresponding
histogram distribution of the corrected and calibrated wind to the augmented power curve. However,
it is expected that future energy production results will be similar to the values presented here.

Finally, it should be emphasized that lacking the ability to change the viscosity of the air in the
tunnel is an important inconvenience for small-scale building experiments. In the future, a more
advanced tunnel with the ability to change the pressure and temperature is necessary, together with a
parallel validation of the results using CFD simulations of the edge effect of the building with PAGVs.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
BIWT Building-Integrated Wind turbine
O&M Operation and maintenance
PAGV Power Augment Guiding Vane
PDF Probability Density Function
AEP Annual Energy Production
AF Augmentation factor
c Weibull’s scale parameter
Cp Power Coefficient
Cp,max Maximum Power Coefficient
k Weibull’s shape parameter
TSR Tip Speed Ratio
TSRopt Optimum TSR where Cp is maximum
TSRA

opt Optimum TSR with augmentation techniques
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U Average wind Speed
Up Wind speed in the prototype
Um Wind speed in the model
Urated Rated wind speed
Vtip Blade tip speed
WTrated Annual working hours at rated power
z0 Roughness of the Terrain
zr Reference height
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Abstract: At Hamburg University of Technology the combination of an open cycle desiccant-assisted
air conditioning system and a geothermal system is investigated in the framework of different research
projects for several years. The objective of this study is to investigate the energy efficiency of the
overall system and to evaluate the geothermal system during summer and winter mode, based on data
measured for a temperate climate region. Monitoring results of the performance for dehumidification
and remoistening of supply air are presented. Furthermore, the investigated system is compared to
reference air conditioning processes. During summer mode, an average dehumidification efficiency
of 1.15 is achieved. The electrical energy savings compared to a conventional reference system sum
up to 50% for the investigated cooling period. System operation during winter shows an average
moisture recovery efficiency of 0.75. The electrical energy demand for air humidification is reduced
by 50% compared to a system with electric isothermal air humidification. The geothermal system is
operated efficiently throughout the year for cooling and heating application. Besides the energetic
system evaluation, measured data regarding the soil temperature and thermal comfort are presented.

Keywords: air conditioning; borehole heat exchanger; desiccant dehumidification; enthalpy recovery;
heat pump; system evaluation; experimental

1. Introduction

Due to increasing sales numbers and resulting energy demand for air conditioning as well as
related CO2 emissions worldwide, energy efficient and more environmental friendly air conditioning
is required [1]. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), an increase of more than five
billion air conditioning systems between the years of 2016 and 2050 is estimated for the commercial
and residential stock [2]. That means more than a doubling of the currently installed units. Income
growth in the developing and emerging countries, climate change and increased building energy
standards cause this development for air conditioning [3,4]. Currently, air conditioning is responsible
for around 20% of buildings’ electricity demand from a worldwide perspective [2]. Furthermore,
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems require the largest share of energy used in
buildings. Thus, enhancing performance of conventional systems offers the opportunity to significantly
reduce energy demand and related CO2 emissions, respectively [5].

Air conditioning systems are often used to provide comfortable indoor air conditions in general.
Removing latent and sensible loads from outside air is usually required during summer to provide the
desired indoor air conditions. Especially moisture removal accounts for peak loads of conventional air
conditioning systems since it requires cooling process air below dew point temperature. Cooling and
dehumidification are coupled necessarily due to the process itself. Required cooling capacities are
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often provided by electrical driven vapor compression cycles. In contrast, removal of sensible and
latent loads is separated within a desiccant assisted air conditioning process. A desiccant material is
used to remove latent loads from the process air stream. Thus, required cooling capacities are reduced,
especially at high outside air humidity ratios. Shallow geothermal energy can be utilized to remove
sensible loads from the process air stream. Utilizing the soil for cooling, an equalized energy balance
of the soil is essential regarding long-term efficiency of the geothermal system. This can be improved
by using a ground-coupled heat pump for heat supply during winter.

1.1. Desiccant Assisted Air Conditioning

Valkiloroaya et al. [6] presented an overview of different strategies and technologies to reduce
energy demands related to air conditioning in general. Desiccant-assisted air conditioning has been
found to be a promising alternative to conventional air conditioning processes relying on a vapor
compression chiller in terms of reducing the electricity demand for air conditioning. From a global
perspective, air conditioning systems are primarily used during summer operation, providing cooled
and dehumidified air. Thus, a lot of different studies dealing with the improvement and evaluation of
desiccant materials and different system configurations for dehumidification mode. Several studies
provide overviews of different concepts for desiccant assisted air conditioning systems with both solid
and liquid desiccant material [7–11]. Within the field of systems relying on a solid desiccant material,
a considerable amount of studies investigate design and performance of desiccant wheels [12–14].
Desiccant assisted hybrid systems are known as system configuration relying on an open sorption
process and closed-loop cooling circuit. Several studies have been undertaken to investigate energetic
advantages of hybrid systems for different locations [15–21]. To further reduce the electrical energy
demand related to air conditioning, shallow geothermal energy is shown as promising alternative and
renewable heat sink [22–25].

With respect to full year operation, final energy demand for space heating is currently still higher
than final energy demand for space cooling applications from a global perspective [4]. But even though
winter mode is obviously an essential part of full year operation, especially for heating dominated
regions, winter mode as well as full year operation of desiccant assisted air conditioning systems are
addressed only in few studies. Beccali et al. [26] investigated a hybrid system during summer and
winter operation experimentally for the climate conditions of southern Italy. The presented system is
relying on solar thermal heat supply with additional gas boiler backup system; a compression chiller
is utilized for cooling. During summer operation, a reduction in primary energy demand of nearly
50% was achieved compared to a conventional reference system. Required information about system
performance regarding moisture control in winter mode are not provided. De Antonellis et al. [27]
investigated experimentally and numerically humidification of outside air using a desiccant wheel
with silica gel coating for Mediterranean winter conditions. The authors investigated energy demand
and occupants’ discomfort for the considered system configuration and highlight the dependence
of air humidification performance and required regeneration air temperature. To further evaluate
the system’s performance, a comparison with conventional humidification technologies is presented
from an energetic point of view. Simulation results show reduced primary energy demand for air
humidification using the proposed system compared to reference systems with adiabatic and electrical
steam humidifiers for different working conditions. Compared to reference systems with steam to
steam humidifier primary energy demand of the proposed system was increased for the considered
boundary conditions. Kawamoto et al. [28] investigated the combination of a desiccant-assisted system
and a heat pump that is used for heat supply on the regeneration air side experimentally in Japan.
La et al. [29] examined a system configuration with solar thermal heat supply and one-rotor two-stage
desiccant wheel for winter in Shanghai experimentally and numerically. The proposed system uses
extract air from the conditioned space to humidify supply air preheated with solar thermal energy. The
study shows significant increase in thermal comfort due to air humidification. Furthermore, the authors
draw attention to the space requirements for solar collectors to improve thermal comfort. Full year
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operation of a desiccant- assisted evaporative system in Austria was investigated experimentally by
Preisler and Brychta [30]. The investigated system achieved a reduction in primary energy demand
of 60% in comparison to a reference system relying on a vapor compression chiller, considering
full year operation. The authors outline high energy saving potentials of the investigated system,
whereas details about the humidification process and boundary conditions of system comparison are
not provided.

1.2. Air Dehumidification and Moisture Recovery

Regarding desiccant wheel performance in dehumidification and enthalpy recovery mode, Zhang
and Niu [31] investigated different desiccant wheels numerically by means of a two-dimensional heat
and mass transfer model. From their simulation results the authors conclude that the optimal rotational
speed of a wheel used for dehumidification is much lower than optimal rotational speed of a wheel
utilized for enthalpy recovery.

Increasing the moisture level of supply air is a sensitive but often little noticed comfort aspect
during winter. Dry indoor air conditions can adversely affect occupants’ comfort, especially in modern
buildings relying on mechanical ventilation without additional humidification systems during winter.
Conventional air conditioning systems require additional components to achieve sufficient supply
air humidity ratios. This is an advantage of desiccant assisted systems, because moisture recovery
by means of the existing hygroscopic material is possible. A further hygienic advantage of desiccant
assisted moisture recovery against conventional air conditioning relying on adiabatic or isothermal
air humidification is the fact that no liquid or vaporous water is sprayed into the process air stream.
Thus, emission of bacteria caused by air humidifiers as for example described by Strindehag and
Josefsson [32] is avoided.

1.3. Previous and Ongoing Investigations of the Considered System

To the best of the authors’ knowledge there is no study investigating summer and winter operation
of an air conditioning system relying on desiccant assisted dehumidification, enthalpy recovery and a
ground-coupled heat pump for heating dominated climate conditions. In [33,34] the considered system
is evaluated during summer operation mode, using a borehole heat exchanger (BHE) for cooling.
The system is verified to be promising against conventional air conditioning systems in temperate
climate regions. Furthermore, Speerforck et al. [35] proved applicability of the proposed system
at different investigated locations by means of a dynamic system model using modeling language
Modelica®. The authors investigated summer operation, whereas winter mode is not observed.

Within this study the geothermal and desiccant assisted system is investigated experimentally
during summer and winter operation to show system performance throughout the year. Moisture
control is achieved by a desiccant wheel (summer) or enthalpy wheel (winter) to improve indoor
air conditions; sensible cooling loads are primarily covered by cooling ceilings, whereas heating
loads are primarily covered by underfloor heating, respectively. In combination with a geothermal
system, temperature levels of cooling ceilings and underfloor heating enable efficient operation of
shallow geothermal energy in combination with a ground-coupled heat pump (GCHP) during winter.
Regarding an equalized energy balance, utilizing the soil for cooling and heating is essential.

This study is structured into three parts. First, a short description of the investigated system,
operation modes and data acquisition is provided. Afterwards, the performance and limitations of the
investigated system are analyzed. Especially, performance of the air handling unit and the geothermal
system are considered. The effects on indoor air conditions in terms of thermal comfort are investigated
in detail. Additionally, the system is compared to different reference systems regarding electrical
and thermal energy demands. Finally, the main findings are summarized and future research work
is addressed. This study is an extension of Niemann et al. [36], providing a previous experimental
analysis on summer and winter operation of the investigated system.
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2. Materials and Methods

The investigated test facility is located on the campus of Hamburg University of Technology.
Figure 1 shows some impressions of the installation and its relevant components. In total, the test
facility consists of eight 20 ft. containers. The four containers on the lower floor contain the air handling
unit and further technical installations. An office and conference room with a net floor space of 56 m2

is located in the four upper containers. This area is used as reference room for the air conditioning
system. System operation is investigated throughout the year.

Figure 1. Test facility, air handling unit and heat pump with parts of the header system.

2.1. Air Conditioning System

As shown in Figure 2, system layout of the installation can be divided basically into three
subsystems in form of the reference room, the air handling unit and the hot and cold water circuit.
The air handling unit is designed as hybrid system combining an open desiccant assisted air handling
process with closed-loop heating and cooling circuits similar to the system presented by in [33,36].

 

Figure 2. System layout of the test facility as used during summer and winter operation.
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A brief description of system operation in summer and winter mode is given for the sake of
completeness. Summer and winter operation are considered separately according to [36]. Considering
dehumidification mode during summer, outside air (oda) is dehumidified within a desiccant wheel
(1→2) and precooled by a sensible rotating heat exchanger (2→3). Water vapor is accumulated at
the hygroscopic coating of the desiccant wheel (DW); lithium chloride (LiCl) is used as desiccant.
Afterwards, process air is finally cooled or heated to the desired supply air (sup) temperature within a
sensible water to air heat exchanger (3→4). Extract air (eta) from the reference room is preheated (5→6)
by the heat recovery wheel (HRW) and further heated to the required regeneration air temperature
within another sensible water to air heat exchanger (6→7). Finally, eta is used to regenerate the
desiccant material (7→8), before it is emitted to the environment in form of exhaust air (exa). To achieve
efficient operation, different components of the air handling unit can be bypassed as shown in Figure 2.
Thus, electricity demand of the fans is reduced for demand-oriented air conditioning.

Regarding winter operation, the desiccant wheel is operated as enthalpy wheel at higher rotational
speed for coupled heat and mass transfer (1→2) relying on passive air humidification. Oda is
remoistened and reheated within this process using the eta stream. If oda humidity is within comfort
limits regarding humidity ratio, it is preheated using the regenerative heat exchanger (2→3); the
desiccant wheel is bypassed in this case. Otherwise, the heat recovery wheel is not utilized. The reheater
(3→4) is used to adjust process air to the desired sup temperature. Eta is either used for sensible heat
recovery (5→6) or coupled heat and moisture recovery (7→8). The heater (6→7) is not operated in
winter operation mode.

Both wheels have a diameter of 0.6 m. The reference room is connected to the air handling unit on
the supply and extract air side for air exchange. Furthermore, to cover sensible heat and cooling loads
directly, it is equipped with underfloor heating and cooling ceilings.

Desiccant assisted air conditioning enables the integration of shallow geothermal energy for
cooling in summer due to the fact that the required temperature level for cooling applications is
above dew point temperature at any time. Due to the capacity of the soil, a cold water storage is not
integrated into the cold water circuit with respect to summer operation. Utilizing the geothermal
system during full year operation as heat sink and heat source is essential for the reason of improving
the annual energy balance of the soil as well as for the reason of maximizing the use of renewable
energies around the year. Thus, heat supply during winter is primarily relying on a ground-coupled
heat pump system (

.
QGCHP,nom = 5.1 kWth at BW5/W30). Solar thermal energy is utilized as primary

heat source during summer mode (ASTU = 20 m2). A small-scale gas driven cogeneration (CHP)
unit (

.
QCHP,nom = 12.5 kWth, PCHP,nom = 5 kWel) is used as backup system and to cover peak loads

throughout the year. Integrating a stratified thermal storage system (V = 1 m3) into the hot water
circuit enables heat supply and heat demand to be decoupled temporally.

2.2. Geothermal System

The geothermal system is built of a single double U-tube borehole heat exchanger (BHE), utilized
as heat sink of the cold water circuit (summer) and heat source to supply the GCHP system (winter)
as shown in Figure 2. With respect to the geothermal system itself, Figure 3 shows the structure of
the soil at the drilling location and the design of the BHE. The thermistor string of an additional
reference BHE (Ref) of the same type is used to analyze the impact of utilizing geothermal energy on
the surrounding soil.

The soil primarily consists of micaceous clay. Nevertheless, for the first 18 m below ground surface
fine, medium and coarse sands are present. A layer of till and silt is located underneath. There are no
relevant ground water flows at the drilling location in general. Thermal conductivity of the grouting
material is λ = 2 W ·m−1 ·K−1.
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Figure 3. Structure of the soil and design of the borehole heat exchangers.

2.3. Data Acquisition

To characterize the status of working fluids within the overall process, all relevant parameters
are measured and recorded. Table 1 provides an overview of the measurement characteristics for the
entire process. Air states are labeled according to Figure 2.

Table 1. Data acquisition concept for the entire system separated by subsystems.

Subsystem Measured Value Comment

AHU
Air temperature and relative humidity Inlet and outlet of each component
Pressured drop Across each component
Air volume flow At positions 4 and 8 for sup and eta

Hydraulic circuits Fluid volume flow Inlet or outlet of each circuit
Fluid temperature Inlet and outlet of each circuit

BHE Soil temperature
Thermistor string embedded in the
borehole; temperature measurement in
depths of 10, 15, 20, 40, 60 and 80 m

Reference room Thermal comfort Temperature and humidity ratio within
the conditioned space

In order to take inhomogeneity within the air streams into account, flow averaging is applied
according to Slayzak and Ryan [37]. Electricity demand of each component according to Figure 2
is measured separately. Measurement devices in use and related uncertainties are listed in Table 2.
All measured data are recorded every minute. A data acquisition system in connection with controlling
software is used to control and regulate the entire system.

Due to drifting effects of capacitive humidity sensors (typical 1% rh per year), the resilience of
derived quantities, energy and mass balances gets more and more limited as time goes by. Thus, these
sensors are recalibrated once a year. The calibration method is relying on 36 set point combinations of
temperature and relative humidity in the range of relevant temperatures and humidity ratios.
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Table 2. Measurement devices and related uncertainties.

Measured Value Sensor Type or Principle Measurement Uncertainty

Air/water temperature Pt 100 (accuracy class W 0.1) ± 1/3·(0.3 + 0.005·ϑ) K
Soil temperature Thermistor string ± 0.5 K
Relative humidity Capacitive humidity sensor ± 2% rh for 10 . . . 90% rh
Volume flow (air) Differential pressure ± 10% of reading
Volume flow (water) Electromagnetic flow meter ± 0.5%± 1 mm ·s−1 of reading

Pressure difference Ceramic fulcrum lever technology ± 2% of full scale (range: 0 . . . 300 Pa or
0 . . . 1000 Pa)

Electric power AC energy meter ± 2% of reading

3. Results and Discussion

The results presented in this study are based on measured data of the cooling period from June
till September in 2016 and the following heating period from January till March in 2017. During the
considered periods the test facility was operated from 7 am to 10 pm every day of the week. Transition
periods in spring and fall are not considered in this study, because these periods are not suitable to
analyze strengths and weaknesses of the system as a reason of the climate conditions in northern
Germany. Volume flow of supply air was controlled to be constant in the range of (950± 95) m3 ·h−1;
mass flow rates of supply and extract air were controlled to be equal. Set point of sup water content is
8 gw ·kg−1

air for dehumidification mode. The following evaluation is subdivided into four parts. First,
the system is evaluated regarding relevant performance parameters of summer and winter operation
and the performance of the geothermal system is evaluated. Afterwards, thermal comfort within the
air conditioned space is analyzed. Finally, the investigated system is compared to different reference
systems focusing electrical and thermal energy demands. System performance is evaluated separately
for summer and winter operation in general for this study in order to show strengths and weaknesses
for each operation mode.

3.1. Performance Evaluation of the Air Conditioning System

The following evaluation of system performance is based on measured data during the investigated
periods. First, electrical power demand is considered. Electrical power demand of the entire system
is in the range of 770–900 Wel during summer operation. The fans account for about 81–95% of
this power demand, whereas the remaining part is divided equally between other auxiliary energies
(e.g., drive of the wheels, circulation pumps). The electrical power demand of the GCHP has to
be considered additionally during winter operation (PGCHP = 887− 1388 Wel). Indexing within the
following equations is according to Figure 2.

To evaluate the air handling unit for the considered periods, electrical and thermal COP values
are used. These performance indicators are defined according to [33]:

COPel,AHU,su =

.
msup · (h1 − h4′)

Pel,AHU
COPel,AHU,wi =

.
msup · (h4′ − h1)

Pel,AHU
(1)

COPth,AHU,su =

.
msup · (h1 − h4′)

.
Qth,AHU,su

COPth,AHU,wi =

.
msup · (h1 − h4′)

.
Qth,AHU,wi

(2)

.
Qth,AHU,su =

.
mw,AH · (hw,in,AH − hw,out,AH)

.
Qth,AHU,wi =

.
mw,RH · (hw,in,RH − hw,out,RH) (3)

All figures shown in the following rely on steady-state operation conditions. Measured data
were selected for steady state operation 15 minutes after the last changes made by system control.
The electrical and thermal COP of the air handling unit during summer operation at dehumidification
mode are shown in Figure 4 in dependence of regeneration air temperature. A strong dependence
between COPel,AHU,su and regeneration air temperature is visible from the plot in Figure 4a. Due to
the fact that the electrical energy demand of the AHU is nearly independent of the outside air
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conditions, COPel,AHU,su is increased with increasing regeneration air temperature. Increase in
regeneration air temperature is a result of increasing water content and/or temperature of outside
air within dehumidification mode. With respect to Figure 4b, desired supply air temperature cannot
be maintained at high outside air temperature and water content, causing an increase in supply air
enthalpy, respectively. This causes flattening of the curve for COPel,AHU,su with increasing regeneration
air temperature. Due to its definition, negative values of COPel,AHU,su occur at low outside air
temperatures when dehumidification of supply air is necessary whereas cooling is not required.

 
(a)        (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Electrical COP of the air handling unit during summer operation at dehumidification
mode in dependence of regeneration air temperature; (b) thermal COP of the air handling unit during
summer operation at dehumidification mode in dependence of regeneration air temperature.

At values of regeneration air temperature below 35 ◦C, the increase of AHU thermal COP with
increasing regeneration air temperature is much steeper compared to the slope of COPth,AHU,su at
higher regeneration air temperature. This characteristic results from the mathematical definition of
COPth,AHU,su as presented in Equation (2). Negative values of COPth,AHU,su occur at low regeneration
air temperature when dehumidification is still necessary and reheating of supply air is required at the
same time. For higher regeneration air temperatures above 35 ◦C, thermal COP keeps nearly constant
at COPth,AHU,su ≥ 1 with decreasing fluctuations for increasing regeneration air temperature.

For the investigated heating period, performance indicators in form of COPel,AHU,wi and
COPth,AHU,wi are shown in Figure 5. To evaluate the performance of the air handling unit during winter
mode, the characteristics of COPel,AHU,wi and COPth,AHU,wi depending on outside air temperature are
presented for EW mode and HRW mode.

 
   (a)              (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Electrical COP of the air handling unit during winter operation in dependence of outside
air temperature; (b) thermal COP of the air handling unit during winter operation in dependence of
outside air temperature.
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As shown in Figure 5a, the electrical COP of the air handling unit is decreasing with nearly
constant gradient for increasing outside air temperature in both operation modes. With respect to
Equation (1), this is a result of decreasing nominator with increasing outside air temperature, whereas
the denominator keeps constant in good approximation. Generally, water content of outside air is
sufficient regarding indoor air comfort limits at higher outside air temperature level. Thus, HRW
mode is just occurring at outside air temperatures above 4 ◦C. Due to similar electrical energy demand
of the wheels as well as similar pressure drop across these components, the resulting gradients of
COPel,AHU,wi are similar. The dependence of thermal COP on outside air temperature for the air
handling unit during winter operation is shown in Figure 5b. In spite of increasing fluctuations with
increasing outside air temperature, COPth,AHU,wi is independent of outside air temperature and not
dropping below COPth,AHU,wi = 2. This is a result of its definition, as presented in Equation (2), with
similar characteristic of nominator and denominator for the underlying boundary conditions.

To further evaluate desiccant assisted dehumidification and enthalpy recovery in detail,
mode-specific key figures have to be defined. In order to take the fact into account that the desiccant
wheel is used for active dehumidification with a regeneration air heater, dehumidification efficiency is
defined as follows:

DCOP =

.
msup · (x1 − x4′) · r0

.
Qth,AHU,su

, (4)

with
.

Qth,AHU,su according to Equation (3) and is therefore equivalent to the definition of latent COP.
An average dehumidification efficiency of DCOP = 1.15 was achieved for the considered cooling
period. This result indicates that more latent thermal power was absorbed within the desiccant wheel
compared to the required thermal power to run the regeneration air heater. In general, regenerative
heat exchange within the air handling unit improves dehumidification efficiency by preheating extract
air for regenerating the desiccant wheel. Due to the fact that the wheel is used for passive enthalpy
recovery during winter, moisture recovery efficiency is expressed by:

Ψ =
x2 − x1

x7 − x1
. (5)

An average moisture recovery efficiency of Ψ = 0.75 was achieved for the enthalpy wheel during
the investigated winter period. Thus, an increase of 1.1 gw kg−1

air was achieved for sup humidity ratio
on average. Maximum values of moisture recovery were close to 2.3 gw kg−1

air for the underlying
boundary conditions.

3.2. Performance Evaluation of the Geothermal System

Performance evaluation of the overall geothermal system is structured into three parts. First,
soil temperature and soil energy balance are considered. Afterwards, energy transfer at the BHE is
investigated and finally, GCHP performance is evaluated.

Temperature profiles of BHE and the considered reference BHE are shown in Figure 6a for the
period of around one year including summer and winter operation. The soil temperature 15 m below
ground surface was found to be independent of seasonal related temperature fluctuations during
previous investigations. Thus, the plots result from temperature averaging below 15 m for both, BHE
and reference BHE. Depending on the season and operation mode of the air conditioning system,
the the soil around the BHE is significantly influenced with dynamic temperature profile during
cooling and heating mode. Cooling peak loads occurring in summer operation lead to maximum soil
temperatures above 18 ◦C. This temperature level is crucial with respect to keep the desired indoor air
temperature level below 25.5 ◦C. Regardless of such peak loads that only occurred at a few days of the
considered cooling period, the soil temperature was kept within a sufficient temperature range in terms
of cooling purposes. During winter operation, the soil temperature is less fluctuating compared to its
use as heat sink. The lowest soil temperature was 4.5 ◦C that occurred during the coldest period in the
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beginning of February. Using the soil for heating, the soil temperature decrease is crucial to operate the
GCHP system efficiently. This dependence is further analyzed later on in this subsection. Average
temperature level of the undisturbed soil at the reference BHE was at 9.8 ◦C. Occurring temperature
fluctuations were within the corresponding uncertainty of temperature measurement.

   (a)     (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Temperature profile of the grouting material for both borehole heat exchangers; (b) soil
energy balance based on thermal energy input and output.

Balancing input and output of thermal energy during summer and winter operation and natural
regeneration of the soil, an equalized energy balance of the soil was achieved. Input and output
of thermal energy at the BHE are balanced with a remaining annual difference of 0.22 MWhth, 9%
respectively, as shown in Figure 6b. This difference is within measurement uncertainty of the
corresponding energy values. With respect to these results an efficient long-term operation of the
geothermal system can be predicted. Nevertheless, an ongoing long-term monitoring of the geothermal
system is essential, especially when large scale geothermal systems with several BHE influencing each
other are considered.

In terms of further investigating energetic performance of the geothermal system, month and
period specific performance indicators are presented in Figure 7. For both periods the amount of
energy (QBHE) and heat flow (

.
QBHE) transferred at the BHE as well as resulting performance values

are shown. Key figures as defined in [33] are used to evaluate BHE performance. With respect to the
considered periods, Monthly Performance Factor (MPF) and Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) are
used as presented in Equation (6):

MPF =

∫
m

∣∣∣∣
.

QBHE

∣∣∣∣ dτ
∫

m PPU dτ
SPF =

∫
p

∣∣∣∣
.

QBHE

∣∣∣∣ dτ
∫

p PPU dτ
(6)

The denominator includes the electrical energy demand of the BHE circulation pump. Decreasing
MPF values occurred over each period as a result of changing temperature level of the soil surrounding
the BHE by charging or discharging energy in form of heat. The amount of thermal energy, heat flow
and resulting MPF show the same relationship for both periods with one exception. Even though
the month of July shows the largest amount of thermal energy transferred to the soil, the highest
MPF was achieved in June with MPFsu,max = 170± 17, see Figure 7a. This was primarily caused by
lower temperature increase of the soil during June. Evaluating the entire cooling period, a seasonal
performance of SPFsu = 153± 15 was achieved, indicating a high efficiency of the geothermal heat sink.
The same holds true for the winter period with a resulting seasonal performance of SPFwi = 110± 11,
even though the value is around 28% lower compared to summer mode. The reason for this difference is
related to the required volume flow of heat transfer medium to supply the evaporator of the heat pump
that is generally higher than volume flows of heat transfer medium for natural cooling in summer.
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To further analyze GCHP performance, its electrical COP, see Equation (7), is investigated in more
detail in terms of available and required temperature levels as shown in Figure 8:

COPGCHP =

∣∣∣∣
.

Qh

∣∣∣∣
PGCHP + PAUX

(7)

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Thermal energy transfer at the BHE (left) and performance parameters of the BHE (right) for
the investigated periods: (a) cooling period; (b) heating period.

 
         (a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) GCHP electrical COP in dependence of BHE outlet temperature ϑBHE,out; (b) total GCHP
temperature lift ΔϑGCHP,tot.
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BHE outlet temperatures were mostly pooled in the range of ϑBHE,out = 3.8− 8 ◦C during steady
state GCHP operation with a range of COPGCHP = 2.9 − 3.5, as shown in Figure 8a. A trend of
increasing COPGCHP with increasing BHE outlet temperature is visible. This is an effect of lower
required temperature lift within GCHP process that comes along with reduced power level required
to run the compressor. Taking the required temperature lift as a further indicator of GCHP load into
account, a slight dependence on GCHP performance can be deduced from Figure 8b. The temperature
lift ΔϑGCHP,tot is defined as temperature difference between condenser outlet and evaporator inlet.
Values above ΔϑGCHP,tot = 32 K that were required to supply UHS caused GCHP performance lower
than 3 with decreasing trend curve. Taking the overall heating period into account, SPF of the GCHP
system can be determined equivalent to Equation (6) by integrating thermal and electrical powers from
Equation (7):

SPFGCHP =

∫
p

∣∣∣∣
.

Qh

∣∣∣∣ dτ
∫

p (PGCHP + PAUX) dτ
(8)

For the considered heating period SPFGCHP = 3 was achieved. Compared to GCHP systems state
of the art with SPFGCHP = 4.0− 4.5, performance of the investigated system relying on a reciprocating
compressor shows potential for improvement. Nevertheless, this system is robust against fluctuating
temperature levels.

3.3. Evaluation of Thermal Comfort

The quality of indoor air conditions is a result of the performance and operation strategy of the
overall system. To provide an overview of comfort conditions for the investigated periods, outside and
room air conditions during system operation are shown in Figures 9a and 10a with simplified comfort
areas according to DIN EN 15251 [38]. Comfort areas of category I and II are defined to ensure less
than 6% (cat. I) and 10% (cat. II) of occupants being dissatisfied with the present indoor air conditions.
In order to exclude start-up effects, the first hour of system operation is not considered.

  
  (a)    (b) 

Figure 9. (a) Outside and room air conditions during system operation for the investigated cooling
period; (b) dependence of room air temperature on BHE outlet temperature.

For the investigated cooling period, indoor air conditions according to cat. I were maintained
for 55% and cat. II was maintained for over 96% of operation time, respectively. The reasons for the
remaining violations were different for cat. I and cat. II. Cat. I was violated primarily due to too high
indoor air humidity, whereas too high indoor air temperatures caused violations of cat. II.

In order to further analyze the reasons for overheating, Figure 9b shows the dependence of room
air temperature ϑroom on water outlet temperature ϑout,BHE of the BHE. Outlet temperature of the BHE
is similar to the cooling ceilings’ inlet temperature. With good approximation, a linear increase of
indoor air temperature with increasing BHE outlet temperature above 18 ◦C is visible. Maximum room
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air temperatures were right above 26 ◦C at maximum BHE outlet temperature of ϑout,BHE,max = 20.5 ◦C.
This is an effect of peak loads that could not be covered by the geothermal heat sink due to its limited
capacity and little controllable thermal power output.

  

  (a)    (b) 

Figure 10. (a) Outside and room air conditions during system operation for the investigated heating
period; (b) dependence of room air temperature on underfloor heating inlet temperature.

According to the German Meteorological Service, the investigated heating period can be classified
as moderate. The average oda temperature in January was 1.67 ◦C at an average water content of
3.3 gw ·kg−1

air. The following months were characterized by higher oda temperature and water content.
As shown in Figure 10a, nearly 100% of oda conditions were outside comfort area according to cat.
I and II. Days with oda conditions within the desired comfort area just occurred during springtime
period at the end of March.

Around 67% of indoor air conditions satisfied the requirements according to cat. I. Cat. II was
maintained for 75% of system operation time, respectively. The remaining violations were primarily
caused by too low indoor air temperature. As a result of the control strategy for the underfloor
heating system (UHS) and insufficient internal loads, 85% of indoor air temperatures below the
desired temperature level occurred during the first four hours of daily system operation. A similar
characteristic applied to indoor air water content. The level of sup and indoor air water content is
mainly depending on oda water content if constant internal latent loads are provided. Thus, 75% of
indoor air conditions characterized by insufficient level of water content occurred at oda water contents
below 2.5 gw· kg−1

air. Without humidification of supply air, over 60% of room air conditions would have
been outside of cat. I. Over-humidification of room air did not occur during the entire heating period.

Figure 10b shows the dependence of indoor air temperature ϑroom on UHS inlet temperature
ϑin,UHS. A trend of increasing fluctuation of indoor air temperature with increasing UHS inlet
temperature is noticable, especially for ϑin,UHS > 32 ◦C. This is an effect of insufficient thermal power
supply during the first hours after system start-up at low oda temperatures. Taking this initial situation,
improvement of the control strategy for the UHS is required in terms of limiting periods at insufficient
thermal comfort. The GCHP system was not operated between 10 pm and 7 am, while underfloor
heating was provided 24 hours a day. Providing and storing sufficient amounts of thermal energy can
be achieved by operating the GCHP system additionally during night. Resulting shorter regeneration
periods of the soil have to be considered for the proposed operation strategy focusing on increase in
thermal comfort.

Table 3 lists the relative shares of operation modes for both periods for the given outside air
conditions and the implemented control strategies. The significant amount of DW or EW mode
represents the importance of desiccant assisted air conditioning to provide a high level of indoor air
conditions throughout the year.
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Table 3. Relative shares of operation modes.

Operation Mode Summer Winter

DW (su)/EW (wi) 76% 70%
HRW 19% 30%
Simple air exchange 5% <1%

3.4. System Comparison

The investigated system is compared to different reference systems in order to further evaluate
its energetic performance. These reference systems are designed as mathematical simulation models
relying on measured data of the investigated system (DW-GEO). Thus, the thermodynamic processes
of the considered reference systems were modeled relying on simplified thermodynamic relations and
required assumptions. Measurement data of the investigated system were used whenever similar
air states are expected for the reference systems in comparison to DW-GEO. In order to ensure a fair
system comparison, oda and sup conditions as well as sup mass flow rate and room air conditions
were assumed to be equal with one exception that is explained later on. Air dehumidification as well
as air humidification within the reference systems are considered according to the equivalent operation
modes of the investigated system. In each operation mode, summer and winter, two different reference
systems were designed. During summer operation, reference systems relying on an electrical powered
vapor compression chiller are considered. Humidifying processes with adiabatic or isothermal air
humidification are considered for the reference systems regarding winter operation. The individual
characteristics of each reference system are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Characteristics of reference systems.

Parameter DP-VC DW-VC AH-GEO IH-GEO

Related period Summer Summer Winter Winter
Air
dehumidification

Cooling below dew
point tem-perature Similar to DW-GEO Not considered Not considered

Air humidification Not considered Not considered
Electrical impeller
humidifier
(adiabatic)

Electrical steam
humidifier (isothermal)

Supply air
temperature 18 ◦C 22 ◦C 22 ◦C 22 ◦C

Heating power Similar to DW-GEO,
adjusted Similar to DW-GEO Similar to

DW-GEO, adjusted
Similar to DW-GEO,
adjusted

Cooling power Vapor compres-sion
chiller (EERel = 3)

Vapor compres-sion
chiller (EERel = 3.2) Not considered Not considered

Supply air temperature of the conventional reference system (DP-VC) was set to 18 ◦C in order
to ensure a fair system comparison. Changes in thermal load discharge by air and cooling ceilings
was considered. The second reference system for the cooling period is a hybrid air conditioning
system (DW-VC); the BHE is replaced by a vapor compression chiller, while the rest of the investigated
system remains unchanged. The specific layout of corresponding air handling units for the reference
systems DP-VC and AH-GEO/IH-GEO is shown in Figure 11. Highlighted components are specific
for the designated reference systems, whereas the rest of the air handling unit remains the same for
these systems.

Figure 12 shows the results of the system comparison for the considered periods. Legend entry
“supply” includes electricity demands of the compression chiller (DP-VC, DW-VC) or rather the BHE
circulation pump (DW-GEO) during summer operation, see Figure 12a. During winter operation,
shown in Figure 12b, it includes the heat pump and corresponding auxiliary energies, respectively.
Electricity demand of the AHU and circulation pumps of the hydraulic circuits are summarized to
category “air treatment and distribution” for both periods. Electrical and thermal energy demands are
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related to the entire periods under consideration. All values of electrical and thermal energy demands
shown in Figure 12 are also listed in Table 5 for more transparency.

 

Figure 11. Specific layout of air handling units for different reference systems.

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 12. Total electrical and thermal energy demands of the investigated system (DW-GEO) and
reference systems (summer: DP-VC, DW-VC; winter: AH-GEO, IH-GEO) for the investigated periods:
(a) cooling period; (b) heating period.
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Table 5. Electrical and thermal energy demands for system comparison.

Energy Demand DW-GEO DP-VC DW-VC AH-GEO IH-GEO

Cooling period

Supply (in kWhel) 15 1649 720 − −
Air treatment and distribution
(in kWhel)

1348 1082 1348 − −
Air heating (in kWhth) 2326 2004 2326 − −
Heating period

Supply (in kWhel) 1401 − − 1414 1082
Air treatment and distribution
(in kWhel)

1153 − − 964 2043

Underfloor heating (in kWhth) 3180 − − 3180 3180
Reheating (kWhth) 2182 − − 2223 1225

As shown in Figure 12a, the investigated system boasts significant reductions in electrical energy
demand compared to the reference systems during summer operation. The savings sum up to 50%
compared to the conventional system (DP-VC) and 34% compared to the hybrid system (DW-VC).
These savings were primarily caused by the chiller unit (black column) that required 61% of the
total electrical energy demand for the system DP-VC, whereas just 1% of the system DW-GEO was
required for the BHE circulation pump. Due to the fact that only sensible cooling is required for the
chiller unit of the hybrid system, its electricity demand was reduced by more than 50% compared
to the conventional system. The overall AHU electricity demand of the system DP-VC was lower
compared to the desiccant assisted systems (DW-GEO, DW-VC), because pressure drop across the
desiccant wheel was saved for this system. Considering thermal energy demands, the conventional
system shows the lowest thermal energy demand for reheating supply air. The required regeneration
process within the desiccant assisted systems caused an increase of thermal energy demand by a factor
of 1.2 compared to the system DP-VC. In total, the differences in thermal energy demand were not
significantly high caused by the moderate summer period with a certain amount of oda conditions that
required reheating but no or only moderate dehumidification. Nevertheless, the increased thermal
energy demand of desiccant assisted air conditioning requires a convenient and low-cost heat source
regarding primary energy demand of heat supply.

During winter operation, as shown in Figure 12b, the benefits of the investigated system (DW-GEO)
are not as obvious as in summer mode. Thus, electrical and thermal energy demands have to be
analyzed carefully. For the reference system with electric isothermal air humidification (IH-GEO)
electricity demand for air treatment and distribution was increased by a factor of 1.8 compared to
DW-GEO. This was significantly induced by the electrical steam humidifier that accounts for nearly 50%
of the corresponding gray column. The corresponding electricity demand for AH-GEO was reduced
by 16% compared to DW-GEO for the following reasons. First, the additional electricity demand for
the impeller humidifier is low and second, the pressure drop associated with the enthalpy wheel is
saved. This applies for IH-GEO, respectively. Due to the reasons mentioned above, the electricity
demand to operate the GCHP system is almost equal for the systems DW-GEO and AH-GEO. For the
reason of high temperature steam used to humidify supply air within the system IH-GEO, required
GCHP power was lower in terms of adjusting sup stream to the desired sup temperature. In total,
the electricity demand of DW-GEO was reduced by 18% compared to IH-GEO and it was increased by
7% compared to AH-GEO.

Thermal energy demand required for underfloor heating is assumed to be equal for the three
systems. Thermal energy required for reheating sup to the desired sup temperature was about
44% higher for the DW-GEO and AH-GEO systems compared to the system with isothermal air
humidification due to substitution of thermal energy by electricity as described above. Even though
the differences are quite small, considering both, electrical and thermal energy demands, system
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comparison shows lowest total energy demand for AH-GEO. This results from the slight advantage
in electricity demand of AH-GEO against the investigated system. Thus, energetic benefits of the
investigated system were limited for the considered heating period. It is expected that increased
benefits will be achieved for winter terms with lower oda temperature and water content. Nevertheless,
moisture recovery using an enthalpy wheel is beneficial against the reference technologies from a
hygienic point of view, especially for the use of LiCl desiccant material.

Summarizing, taking summer and winter operation into account, the investigated system boasts
significant reductions in electricity demand, resulting from the electricity savings during summer
operation. Additional thermal energy demand required for regeneration of the desiccant wheel is
not significantly higher at the same time. The required temperature level up to 70 ◦C can commonly
be easily provided by solar thermal energy. Nevertheless, providing thermal energy as favorable
as possible is crucial considering the economic efficiency of the system. Another advantage of the
investigated system is the reduced amount of mode specific equipment. Subsystems like the desiccant
wheel and the geothermal system of the investigated system are used throughout the year, whereas
this holds not true for the chiller and the air humidifier of the reference systems.

4. Conclusions

In this study experimental investigations of an air conditioning system during summer and winter
mode relying on desiccant assisted dehumidification and enthalpy recovery and a geothermal system
used for cooling and heating are presented. The investigated system is able to fulfill the requirements
regarding comfortable indoor air conditions during the investigated periods. A desiccant wheel based
on LiCl is used for air dehumidification and remoistening, achieving an average dehumidification
efficiency of 1.15 and a moisture recovery efficiency of 0.75. Compared to reference processes the
investigated system is beneficial during summer mode. Savings in electrical energy demand of up
to 50% are achieved compared to a conventional air conditioning process. In contrast, a reference
system relying on adiabatic air humidification shows slight benefits for the investigated heating period.
Nevertheless, desiccant assisted humidification is advantageous compared to other humidification
processes regarding hygienic aspects. If full year operation of an air conditioning system requires
air dehumidification during summer it is essential to make use of the pre-existing desiccant material
for remoistening of process air during winter. Additionally, the amount of mode specific equipment
is reduced for desiccant assisted air conditioning with respect to full year operation. Required
temperature levels of the working fluids enable the energetic use of a geothermal system for cooling
and heating applications. The thermal energy balance of the soil is equalized throughout full year
operation, enabling the soil to be used as heat source and heat sink for long-term periods. Thus,
the amount of renewable energy sources is increased significantly to ensure environmental friendly
air conditioning.

The research project includes detailed investigation of thermal comfort and economic assessment
that are not presented in this study. For future research work, the most beneficial system configuration
has to be found with respect to full year operation including transition periods as well. Additionally,
other desiccant materials will be investigated. Furthermore, a system simulation model is created in
order to carry out dynamic system simulations to analyze applicability of the investigated system for
different locations during full year operation as well as different system setups.
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Nomenclature

Latin symbols
A area, m2

cp specific heat capacity, J·kg−1·K−1

COP coefficient of performance, dimensionless value
d diameter, m
DCOP dehumidification efficiency, dimensionless value
h specific enthalpy, J·kg−1
.

m mass flow, kg·s−1

MPF monthly performance factor, dimensionless value
P electrical power, W
Q thermal energy, J
.

Q thermal power, W
r0 specific evaporation enthalpy, J·kg−1

SPF seasonal performance factor, dimensionless value
.

V volume flow, m3·s−1

W electrical energy, J
x water content, gw kg−1

air
Greek symbols
ϑ temperature, ◦C
λ thermal conductivity, W ·m−1 ·K−1

τ time, s
ϕ relative humidity,% rh
Φ heat recovery efficiency, dimensionless value
Ψ moisture recovery efficiency, dimensionless value
Dimensionless values
Δ difference
[. . .] averaged quantity, dimensionless value
Subscripts and Abbreviations
AH air heater

AH-GEO
“Adiabatic Humidification and GEOthermal system”, reference system with adiabatic
humidification and heat pump (winter)

AHU air handling unit
AUX auxiliary energies
BHE borehole heat exchanger
CHP combined heat and power generation

DP-VC
“Dew Point and Vapor Compression chiller”, reference system with vapor compression chiller
and dehumidification by cooling below dew point temperature (summer)

DW desiccant wheel
DW-GEO “Desiccant Wheel and GEOthermal system”, investigated system

DW-VC
“Desiccant Wheel and Vapor Compression chiller”, reference system with vapor compression
chiller and desiccant assisted dehumidification (summer)

el electrical
eta extract air
exa exhaust air
EW enthalpy wheel
GCHP ground-coupled heat pump
h heating
HRW heat recovery wheel
HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning

IH-GEO
“Isothermal Humidification and GEOthermal system”, reference system with isothermal
humidification and heat pump (winter)

in inlet
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m month
max maximum
min minimum
nom nominal
oda outside air
out outlet
p period
PU circulation pump
Ref reference
RH reheater
set set point
STU solar thermal unit
su summer
sup supply air
th thermal
UHS underfloor heating system
w water
wi winter
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